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[Accounting Bulletins Nos. 1, 3, 4, and 6 do not pertain to Electric Railways.]
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INTRODUCTORY LETTER. 
I N T E R S T A T E C O M M E R C E C O M M I S S I O N , 
D I V I S I O N OF C A R R I E R S ' A C C O U N T S , 
Washington, December 23, 1911. 
To CARRIERS CONCERNED: 
Under date of April 16, 1910, there was issued 
Accounting Bulletin No. 5, which contained answers to 
various accounting questions bearing upon the interpre-
tation of certain classifications for electric railway com-
panies, prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion to become effective on January 1, 1909. The cases 
in Accounting Bulletin No. 5 are repeated in this Ac-
counting Bulletin No. 7, a few of them being in amended 
form. Thus Accounting Bulletin No. 7 contains a file 
of important cases relating to the classifications for elec-
tric railways that were approved for publication before 
December 1, 1911. 
As a matter of information, it may be proper to state 
that the answers to questions recorded in this bulletin 
have been submitted to the Committee on a Standard 
Classification of Accounts of the American Electric Rail-
way Accountants' Association, and with but few excep-
tions have received its approval. 
CHARLES A. LUTZ, 
Chief Examiner of Accounts. 
(5) 
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION ACCOUNTING 
BULLETIN NO. 7. 
QUESTIONS AND DECISIONS. 
Case 1. 
Query. Is it permissible for electric railways to renumber the 
primary accounts of the various classifications for their own con-
venience, provided the Interstate Commerce Commission numbers 
are maintained for proper reference and report? 
Answer. It is permissible for electric railways to renumber the 
primary accounts of the various classifications for their own con-
venience. For the sake of uniformity, however, it is recommended 
that the account numbers mentioned in the classifications be used. 
It is suggested that companies of Class B and Class C, in num-
bering their operating expense accounts, combine the numbers 
used in the text of the Classification of Operating Expenses of 
Electric Railways; for example, the text for the account "Main-
tenance of Roadway and Track" for companies of Class B is cov-
ered by accounts 2 to 12, inclusive, and the suggested number 
would be 2/12; the text for account "Maintenance of Way " for 
companies of Class C is covered by accounts 2 to 19, inclusive, and 
the suggested number would be 2/19, etc. 
Case 2. 
Query. Is it proper to charge assessments for construction and 
maintenance of paving to "Taxes " under "Deductions from 
Income"? 
Answer. No. Account No. 10, "Paving," in the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, 
provides for paving incident to original track construction, while 
account No. 9, "Paving," in the Classification of Operating Ex-
penses of Electric Railways, covers repairs and renewals of such 
paving. (See Cases 117 and 222.) 
(7) 
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Case 3. 
Query. Is a Class C or a Class B road permitted to use the 
classification of accounts prescribed for carriers of a higher class? 
Answer. Electric railways whose revenues place them in Class 
C or Class B of the Classification of Operating Expenses pre-
scribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission may, if they so 
desire, keep their accounts under the more extended classification 
provided for carriers of a higher class. 
Case 4. 
Query. To what account should be charged the wages of billing 
clerks and cashiers in express offices operated by an electric 
railway? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 64, "Station Em-
ployees." 
Case 5. 
Query. Are carriers required to keep subaccounts for para-
graphs (a) to (f) under account No. 23, "Distribution System," 
and (a) to ( i ) under account No. 25, "Buildings and Structures," 
of the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways; 
or will it be satisfactory to show the cost in total under such 
primary accounts? 
Answer. The Interstate Commerce Commission does not require 
the subdivision of account No. 23, "Distribution System," or ac-
count No. 25, "Buildings and Structures;" but any carrier desir-
ing to do so may make subdivisions, provided a list of the sub-
primary accounts be first filed with the Commission, subject to 
its disapproval. 
Case 6. 
Query. To what account should an electric railway charge the 
wages of employees and the cost of repairs, fuel, water, lubricants, 
and waste, incident to the operation of a steam locomotive and of 
gasoline and steam motor cars, used regularly as rail equipment? 
Answer. If the equipment enumerated is used in revenue serv-
ice, the wages of employees should be charged to operating ex-
pense account No. 60, "Passenger Conductors, Motormen, and 
Trainmen," or account No. 61, "Freight and Express Conductors, 
Motormen, and Trainmen." 
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The cost of repairs to the steam locomotive, and to the locomo-
tive features of gasoline and steam motor cars should be charged 
to account No. 34, "Locomotives," and the cost of repairs to the 
car features of the motor cars should be charged to account No. 32, 
"Passenger and Combination Cars," or account No. 33, "Freight, 
Express, and Mail Cars." 
The cost of fuel should be charged to account No. 51, "Fuel for 
Power"; the cost of water to account No. 52, "Water for Power" ; 
the cost of lubricants to account No. 53, "Lubricants for Power " ; 
and the cost of waste to account No. 54, "Miscellaneous Power-
Plant Supplies and Expenses." 
If the steam locomotive and the motor cars are used in nonrev-
enue service, the expenses should be handled in the same manner 
as those for service cars. (See Case 249.) 
Case 7. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of repairs 
and renewals of electric car heaters? 
Answer. The cost of repairs and renewals of electric car heat-
ers, including wiring for same, should be charged to operating 
expense account No. 32, "Passenger and Combination Cars," or 
account No. 33, "Freight, Express, and Mail Cars." (See 
Case 9.) 
Case 8. 
Query. Should electric railways observe the Classification of 
Revenues and Expenses for Outside Operations prescribed for 
steam roads in handling similar matters? 
Answer. No classification of revenues and expenses for outside 
operations has been prescribed for electric railways. 
Case 9. 
Query. Should motors for air governors and pumps on cars be 
regarded as part of the electrical equipment, and the cost of re-
pairs and renewals thereof be charged to account No. 36, "Elec-
tric Equipment of Cars"? 
Answer. No. The electric equipment of cars includes the elec-
tric motive equipment and wiring. The term " c a r " includes the 
car body and trucks, electric bells and wiring, electric heaters and 
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wiring, electric lighting and wiring, and air-brake equipment and 
wiring. Motors for air governors and pumps on cars should, 
therefore, be charged to operating expense account No. 32, "Pas-
senger and Combination Cars"; account No. 33, "Freight, Ex-
press, and Mail Cars"; account No. 34. "Locomotives"; or 
account No. 35, "Service Cars." (See Case 7.) 
Case 10. 
Query. Are electric railways at liberty to open clearing ac-
counts for store expenses and apportion them on a basis of ma-
terial issued? If so, should only the amounts chargeable to oper-
ating expenses be charged to account No. 85, "Store Expenses," 
and so reported to the Commission, or should this account also 
include expenses incurred in connection with material issued for 
construction and betterments? 
Answer. Electric railways are at liberty to open clearing ac-
counts for store expenses and apportion the amounts charged 
thereto. The total amount chargeable to operating expenses 
should be charged to account No. 85, "Store Expenses." 
Account No. 85 should not include expenses incurred primarily 
in connection with material issued for construction and additions 
and betterments. Carriers are at liberty to distribute for their 
own purposes items covered by this account to other operating 
expense accounts affected, but in their reports to the Interstate 
Commerce Commission the entire charge for store expenses 
chargeable to operating expenses should be reported under ac-
count No. 85. 
Case 11. 
Query. Please explain the various accounts "Other Operations— 
Dr. and Cr.," contained in the Classification of Operating Ex-
penses of Electric Railways, particularly the paragraphs entitled 
"Coordinate Departments." 
In connection with these accounts, it is understood that ac-
count No. 56, "Power Purchased," should show the total amount 
expended for this purpose, and that the amounts used for light-
ing shops, carhouses, etc., should be charged to the accounts af-
fected and offsetting credits made to account No. 59, "Other 
Operations-—Cr." Is this correct? 
Answer. The accounts "Other Operations—Dr., Coordinate De-
partments," and "Other Operations—Cr., Coordinate Depart-
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merits," are to be used by electric railways which engage in other 
lines of business, such as the production of light and power for 
sale. In case the cost of producing power is carried in the pri-
mary accounts of the light department, the proportion of operating 
expenses chargeable to the railway department should be charged 
to the various "Other Operations—Dr." accounts. In case the 
cost of producing power is carried in the primary accounts of the 
railway department, the proportion of operating expenses charge-
able to the light or other departments should be credited to the 
various "Other Operations—Cr." accounts. 
Account No. 56, "Power Purchased," covers the cost of power 
purchased from other companies primarily for the propulsion of 
cars, and account No. 59, "Other Operations—Cr.," should not be 
used in connection therewith, unless a portion of the power pur-
chased is used by another coordinate department, such as electric 
light, heat, power, or gas, within the same company. (See Case 
255.) 
Case 12. 
Query. To what operating expense or other account should be 
charged rents paid for fare registers used on electric cars? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 63, "Miscellaneous 
Car-Service Expenses." 
Case 13. 
Query. To what account should be charged rent paid for land on 
which is located a carhouse used as a regular operating car-
house? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 67, "Carhouse 
Expenses." 
Case 14. 
Query. Account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses," 
provides for the cost of tickets, transfers, and baggage checks. 
Should not the cost of all stationery, such as rate sheets, way-
bills, bills of lading, etc., used in connection with the operation 
of passenger, express, or freight cars be charged to this account? 
Answer. No. Charge to account No. 84, "Stationery and Print-
ing." Carriers are at liberty to distribute the items covered by 
the undistributed accounts in the Classification of Operating Ex-
penses of Electric Railways, but all reports to the Commission 
should agree with the accounts which are prescribed. (See Cases 
18 and 23.) 
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Case 15. 
Query. Account No. 44, "Miscellaneous," in the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways 
covers, among other things, "the cost of printing certificates of 
stocks and bonds, with payments to trustees and expenses incurred 
in the disposal of securities." Will it be correct to charge to 
this account expenses of this nature when they relate to the 
issuance of bonds by an operating electric railway company for 
construction and additions and betterments? 
Answer. Yes. 
Case 16. 
Query. Please explain account No. 77, "Relief Department Ex-
penses." Also please advise to what account should be charged an 
employee's wages when paid while he is suffering from an injury 
and is not able to work. 
Answer. Account No. 77, "Relief Department Expenses," is in-
tended to cover cost of operation of and contributions to a relief 
department or association. Wages paid to an employee while he 
is suffering from an injury should be charged to account No. 82, 
"Injuries and Damages," if the injury occurred while the em-
ployee was on duty or if the company was responsible. Voluntary 
contributions made to employees or families of employees on ac-
count of sickness or other inability to perform their duties should 
be charged to account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Expenses." 
Case 17. 
Query. We have installed in our different carhouses some large 
storage tanks for compressed air. The compressed air is used in 
filling air tanks on cars for the operation of brakes. To what 
account should we charge the maintenance and operation of said 
tanks? 
Answer. The cost of maintenance should be charged to account 
No. 38, "Shop Machinery and Tools," and the cost of operation to 
account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses." 
Case 18. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of printing 
expense bills, balance sheets, and other stationery used in the 
handling of express and freight business incident to the operation 
of an electric railway? 
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To what account should be charged printing and stationery used 
by clerks whose salaries are charged to account No. 1, "Superin-
tendence of Way and Structures"; account No. 29," . Superin-
tendence of Equipment"; and account No. 48, "Superintendence 
of Transportation"? 
Answer. The cost of expense bills, balance sheets, and other sta-
tionery should be charged to account No. 84, "Stationery and 
Printing." By referring to the note under "Undistributed Ac-
counts," on page 45 of the Classification of Operating Expenses of 
Electric Railways, it will be found that carriers are at liberty to 
distribute items covered by accounts Nos. 82 to 88, inclusive, but 
that all reports to the Commission must agree with the accounts 
which are prescribed. 
The cost of stationery and printing used by clerks whose sal-
aries are charged to accounts Nos. 1, 29, and 48 should be charged 
to account No. 84. (See Cases 14 and 23.) 
C A S E 19. 
Query. We have on our lines foreign cars on which we pay a per 
diem charge. To what account should an expense of this nature 
be charged? To what account should be charged the maintenance 
of such cars while on our tracks? 
Answer. Per diem on foreign cars should be charged to account 
No. 88, "Rent of Equipment," and the maintenance of such cars 
while on your tracks to account No. 32, "Passenger and Combi-
nation Cars"; account No. 33, "Freight, Express, and Mail 
Cars"; account No. 35, "Service Cars"; or account No. 36, 
"Electric Equipment of Cars." (See Case 188.) 
C A S E 20. 
Query. We have electric cars equipped and used as pile driver, 
steam shovel, concrete mixer, and stone crusher. To what ac-
counts should be charged the maintenance of these cars and the 
machinery? 
Answer. The maintenance of such cars and machinery should be 
charged to account No. 35, "Service Cars," or account No. 36, 
"Electric Equipment of Cars," except when the cars are used on 
work not chargeable to operating expenses. (See Case 186.) 
C A S E 21. 
Query. To what account should be charged the wages of clerks 
in carhouses whose duty it is to furnish motormen and conductors 
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with their tickets and supplies, and to receive from conductors 
their daily remittances and arrange them before sending to the 
general office? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 48, "Superintend-
ence of Transportation." 
Case 22. 
Query. To what account should an electric railway charge com-
missions and wages paid for the sale of school and other tickets 
at various stores along the line? 
Answer. If the tickets are sold at stores which can be consid-
ered stations, charge commissions and wages paid to account No. 
64, "Station Employees"; if the stores can not be considered 
stations, charge to account No. 45, "Superintendence and Solici-
tation." 
Case 23. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of printing 
and furnishing reports made by conductors each day (trip sheets) 
and shortage notices? 
Answer. To operating expense account No, 84, "Stationery and 
Printing." (See Cases 14 and 18.) 
Case 24. 
Query. To what account should be charged the salary and ex-
penses of a supervising engineer in charge of the construction of a 
new line and buildings, and the installation of machinery in power 
plants? It is not clear to us whether these expenses should be 
charged to account No. 1, "Engineering and Superintendence," 
or charged directly to the account for which incurred, in accord-
ance with Note B. 
Answer. If the engineer in question has direct supervision over 
all of the work in connection with the construction of a new line, 
it will probably not be possible to apportion his salary and ex-
penses among the various construction accounts, and charges 
should, therefore, be made to account No. 1, "Engineering and 
Superintendence," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road 
and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
Note B, under account No. 1, provides that, whenever it is pos-
sible, the expenses enumerated should be charged directly to the 
account for which they are incurred, as, for example, "Power-
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Plant Buildings" or "Shops and Carhouses." However, it is not 
the intention to insist upon any unnecessary refinement in 
accounting for such matters. 
C A S E 25. 
Query. Should all the ties, rails, rail fastenings, and joints used 
in connection with crossovers, curves, and turn-outs be charged to 
account No. 8, "Special Work," in the Classification of Expendi-
tures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways? What is 
meant by the term "curves" as used in that account? 
Answer. Account No. 8, "Special Work," is not intended to 
cover the cost of ties, rails, rail fastenings, and joints. These 
items should be charged to accounts provided for such expendi-
tures. The terms "crossovers," "curves," and "turn-outs" cover 
only those portions of track which are made to order. 
Ordinary curves should be treated as "rails," and other curves 
as "special work." 
C A S E 26. 
Query. What instructions, if any, have been issued by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission covering the treatment of amounts 
expended by electric railways for betterments and improvements? 
Answer. The Commission has issued no instructions to electric 
railways relative to additions and betterments expenditures. 
Until advised to the contrary, such carriers should account for 
expenditures of this nature in accordance with the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 27. 
Query. Will a company using the standard system of electric 
railway accounting recommended by the Street Railway Account-
ants' Association of America be required to adopt the Classifica-
tions of Operating Revenues and Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways as prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission? 
Answer. If a company engages in the interstate transportation 
of persons or property, it should keep its accounts in accordance 
with the classifications prescribed by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission effective on January 1, 1909. 
C A S E 28. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of cleaning 
the conduit under tracks and removing dirt and trash of various 
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kinds which collect therein on roads operated by the underground 
conduit system? 
Answer. This is a feature of maintenance, and is properly 
chargeable to operating expense account No. 11, "Cleaning and 
Sanding Tracks." 
C A S E 29. 
Query. We note that the accounts "Interest and Discount" and 
"Taxes," heretofore carried by many companies in their general 
expenses, have been dropped from the classification of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission. Please advise as to the manner in 
which they should be handled. 
Answer. Interest, discount, and taxes, when arising in connec-
tion with operations, should be handled through the Income 
Account. Interest in connection with expenditures for road and 
equipment should be handled through primary account No. 41, 
"Interest," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and 
Equipment of Electric Railways. (See Case 53.) 
C A S E 30. 
Query. This company's tower wagon is frequently used in con-
nection with the construction of electric lines along new tracks, 
and it has been our custom to credit to "Stable Expenses" the 
cost of the service. Is this correct? 
Answer. The expenses of repair or tower wagons which, are fre-
quently used in construction work should be apportioned between 
maintenance and construction accounts in accordance with the use 
to which they are put. If expenses properly chargeable to con-
struction have been included in account No. 40, "Horses and 
Vehicles," and account No. 86, "Stable Expenses," these accounts 
should receive proper credit. 
C A S E 31. 
Query. A railway company's shop performs services properly 
chargeable to various construction accounts and to other com-
panies and persons. To what account should be credited the de-
partment expense added to the cost of labor and material to cover 
a portion of miscellaneous shop and storeroom expenses? 
Answer. Such expense should be credited to the proper accounts 
under Operating Expenses. 
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C A S E 32. 
Query. To what accounts should the following charges be made? 
(1) Rents paid to private firms or individuals for the right to 
operate cars on private property. 
(2) Rent for land on which poleline right of way for high-
tension lines is located. 
(3) Amounts paid to municipalities for the right to operate cars 
on and across streets. 
(4) Amounts paid to boards of public works, county officers, 
etc., for the right to operate cars on and across public highways. 
Answer. (1) Charge to account No. 19, "Other Miscellaneous 
Way Expenses." 
(2) Charge to account No. 24, "Miscellaneous Electric Line 
Expenses." 
(3) and (4) Charge to "Taxes" under "Deductions from 
Income." 
C A S E 33 (amended). 
Query. To what account or accounts should be credited charges 
made against operation and construction accounts for electricity 
furnished by an electric railway company for the use of its shop 
motors, carhouse lighting, running of construction cars engaged in 
company service, such as building new tracks, etc.? 
Answer. The Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways does not require a segregation of the cost of power to 
shops, carhouses, etc. The last paragraph on page 7 of the Classi-
fication provides that any carrier may "keep any temporary or 
experimental accounts the purpose of which is to develop the 
efficiency of operations: Provided, however. That such temporary 
or experimental accounts shall not impair the integrity of any 
general or primary account hereby prescribed; and that any such 
temporary or experimental accounts shall be open to inspection 
by the Commission." It is therefore permissible for any carrier 
to ascertain for its own information the cost of power used at 
shops or carhouses. 
The Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways 
does not contemplate that any distribution shall be made to main-
tenance accounts for electricity furnished by an electric railway 
for the use of its shop motors, carhouse lighting, or running of 
work cars engaged in maintenance. 
6970°—11 2 
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The actual cost of operating work cars for construction pur-
poses, such as building new tracks, etc., is properly chargeable to 
construction accounts, and proper credit may be given to revenue 
account No. 9, "Miscellaneous Transportation Revenue." (See 
Case 84.) 
C A S E 34. 
Query. A large percentage of the purchases made by the pur-
chasing department of this company is for construction and 
betterment purposes. Would it be permissible to charge to the 
appropriate construction and betterment accounts such a propor-
tion of the salaries and expenses of that department as would 
fairly represent the expense of the purchases made primarily 
for such construction and betterments? 
Answer. The Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways is intended to cover operating expenses only, and it is 
proper to charge to the appropriate construction and betterment 
accounts such a proportion of the salaries and expenses of pur-
chasing agents and assistants as would fairly represent the ex-
pense of the purchases made for such construction and better-
ments. In the consideration of this question account No. 85, 
" Store Expenses," should not be overlooked. 
C A S E 35. 
Query. What is meant by "Undistributed Accounts" in the 
Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways? 
Answer. Undistributed accounts are those which contain ex-
penses properly chargeable to more than one of the five general 
accounts under Operating Expenses. For example, there are 
injuries which, from a strict accounting standpoint, should be 
charged under Way and Structures, Equipment, etc. There 
are various difficulties in distributing these expenses among the 
several general accounts and the Commission is willing that all 
expenses for injuries should be carried in account No. 82, " In-
juries and Damages," under general account General and Mis-
cellaneous. 
C A S E 36. 
Query. A company conducting a railway, lighting, and power 
business carries its general accounts in the lighting and power 
department. A monthly charge for power is made to the street 
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railway department and to the lighting department. Are the 
monthly charges for power to the lighting and street railway de-
partments satisfactory, and is a single balance sheet for the 
entire business permissible? 
Answer. Each company conducting a railway, lighting, and 
power business is at liberty to decide for itself under which de-
partment the primary operating expense accounts shall be carried, 
and should decide upon the basis of division of expenses among 
the various departments. If the expenses are carried under the 
lighting and power department, it will be necessary to show on 
the books of the railway department under accounts Nos. 27, 43, 
58, and 80, "Other Operations—Dr.," the proportions chargeable 
to the railway department under Way and Structures, Equip-
ment, Conducting Transportation, and General and Miscellaneous. 
The amounts charged to the railway department should be 
handled in the books of the lighting and power department 
through such accounts as "Other Operations—Cr." 
The Commission has not prescribed a classification of revenues 
and expenses for outside operations for electric railways. 
One balance sheet is all that is necessary for the entire business 
described in this query. 
C A S E 37. 
Query. To what account should be charged payments made to 
the Government, on the basis of a specific charge per passenger, 
for the privilege of operating cars over its bridge? 
Answer. Charge to "Taxes." (See Cases 95 and 225.) 
C A S E 38. 
Query. What disposition should be made of custom labor or 
labor of employees in various departments on work entirely out-
side of railway operation, for which the railroad is reimbursed 
the wages of the employees, together with the profit on same and 
the general shop expenses? What disposition should be made of 
profits on new material sold to some outside concern from store-
room stock which has been handled in sales account? 
Answer. Assuming that the amount involved in the custom labor 
account is small, and that the expenses have been charged to 
operating accounts, items covering labor performed for outside 
parties, together with the percentage added for profit and general 
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shop expenses, should be debited to "Accounts Receivable" and 
credited to the operating expense accounts originally charged. 
The net revenue from the sales account should be handled as 
miscellaneous income. 
C A S E 39. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of new 
structures and general improvements in a free private park, and 
the maintenance expenses of such a park? 
Answer. The cost of new structures and improvements of a 
substantial character in a free private park should be charged 
to account No. 33, "Park and Resort Property," in the Classifica-
tion of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Rail-
ways. 
Maintenance expenses of such a park should be charged to 
operating expense account No. 46, "Advertising." (See Case 189.) 
C A S E 40. 
Query. Should the expense of sprinkling streets be charged to 
the same account as sanding and cleaning track? 
Answer. The cost of sprinkling roadway and track, when not 
done directly in connection with construction or repairs of track 
or paving, should be charged to operating expense account No. 11, 
"Cleaning and Sanding Tracks." The cost of sprinkling rendered 
necessary by construction or repairs of track or paving should 
be charged to the proper construction or maintenance account. 
C A S E 41. 
Query. A company, organized for purely local street railway 
business and having no electric lighting or gas department and no 
joint arrangement with any other company in the operation of 
cars, requests information as to the manner in which the accounts 
in various parts of the Classification of Operating Expenses, 
"Other Operations—Dr." and "Other Operations—Cr.," would 
enter into its records. 
Answer. From the foregoing statement it is evident that the 
company in question will not require the accounts "Other Oper-
ations—Dr." and "Other Operations—Cr." It is not expected 
that a carrier will keep any accounts on its books for which it 
has no need. 
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C A S E 42. 
Query. The A and B Light and Traction Company operates gas, 
electric light, and street railway properties. The operating ex-
penses of the three coordinate departments are kept entirely 
separate, except the general expenses, consisting of clerical sal-
aries, rent, taxes, and office supplies. Will it be satisfactory to 
the Commission for us to continue carrying expenses of this char-
acter in one account covering all departments, and so state the 
fact in our annual report? 
Answer. Where a company operates both a railway department 
and a lighting department, the entire cost of producing power 
should be carried in the primary accounts either of the railway 
department or of the lighting department, and the amounts 
chargeable to the other department should be handled through the 
various accounts, "Other Operations—Dr." and "Other Oper-
ations—Cr." For example, if the cost of power is carried in the 
primary accounts of the railway department, the proportion of 
operating expenses chargeable to the lighting department should 
be credited to the various "Other Operations—Cr." accounts. 
In the case cited, the proportion of general expenses charge-
able to the lighting department would appear as a credit under 
account No. 81, "Other Operations—Cr." 
Taxes need not be subdivided between the railway and lighting 
departments. Taxes should be treated through the Income Account. 
C A S E 43. 
Query. We are charging to account No. 56, "Power Purchased," 
the actual cost of electric current generated at our plant (gas, 
electric light, and street railway property) consumed by the rail-
way department. Is this correct? 
Answer. The practice above outlined is not in accordance with 
the requirements of the Classification of Operating Expenses of 
Electric Railways. Account No. 56, "Power Purchased," is pro-
vided for expenditures for power purchased from other com-
panies. (See Case 42.) 
C A S E 44. 
Query. To what account should be credited the amount received 
from the sale of manure removed from stables? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 86, "Stable Ex-
penses." 
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C A S E 45. 
Query. This company operates a sprinkling car for the purpose 
of sprinkling certain streets and highways on which our track is 
laid. The city in which this service is performed pays us, as its 
proportion of the cost of this service, from 15 to 20 cents per 
sprinkler car-mile run. Please advise to what accounts the cor-
responding debits and credits should be made. 
Answer. The amount received from the city should be credited 
to revenue account No. 9, "Miscellaneous Transportation 
Revenue." 
In case the service mentioned is performed primarily as a 
service for the benefit of the road, and the amount received from 
the city is only incidental, the expense of operating the sprinkling 
car should be charged to operating expense account No. 11, 
"Cleaning and Sanding Tracks," and the cost of maintenance 
and repairs to account No. 35, "Service Cars." If, however, the 
service rendered is primarily for revenue purposes, the operating 
expenses should be charged to the appropriate operating expense 
accounts, as in any other revenue movements. (See Case 84.) 
C A S E 46. 
Query. Is there not a conflict between account No. 10, "Pav-
ing," and account No. 16, "Crossings, Fences, Cattle Guards, and 
Signs," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equip-
ment of Electric Railways, so far as they refer to labor and 
material on crosswalks? 
Answer. There is no conflict between the accounts mentioned. 
Account No. 10 embraces the expense of labor and material used 
in crosswalks constructed in connection with paving on streets 
along which the electric road extends; while account No. 16 cov-
ers street and road crossings at other points, where it may be 
necessary to construct entirely new crossings or to provide cross-
ings of an improved character over those previously existing. 
C A S E 47. 
Query. To what operating expense account should be charged 
the cost of labor and material used in connection with the repair 
of overhead contacts installed in the trolley wire, and of wires 
leading from the trolley to magnets, etc., which operate an elec-
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tric track switch, a device for automatically doing the work of a 
switchman through the operation of the magnets? 
Answer. The cost of material should be charged to account No. 
6, "Special Work," and the cost of labor to account No. 8, "Road-
way and Track Labor." 
C A S E 48. 
Query. To what account should be charged an amount paid for 
rent of land on which a " Y " or switch is located? 
Answer. To account No. 19, "Other Miscellaneous Way Ex-
penses," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. 
C A S E 49. 
Query. This company has an arrangement with telephone, tele-
graph, and electric lighting companies, whereby it pays an amount 
for the privilege of making attachments to their poles for carry-
ing its wires, and collects from them another amount for attach-
ments to its poles for carrying their cables and wires. To what 
accounts should the resulting debit and credit be made? 
Answer. Charge the amount paid to operating expense account 
No. 24, "Miscellaneous Electric Line Expenses," and credit the 
amount received to revenue account No. 17, "Rents of Buildings 
and Other Property." 
C A S E 50. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of material 
used in the construction of a retaining wall for the protection of 
banks from high tides, it being understood that account No. 8, 
"Roadway and Track Labor," is intended to cover the cost of 
labor expended in such work? 
Answer. Operating expense account No. 8, "Roadway and 
Track Labor," is intended to cover the cost of labor expended in 
"protecting banks by retaining walls, riprap, piling, piers, dikes, 
or other means." The cost of material used in connection with 
such work properly chargeable to operating expenses should be 
charged to account No. 10, "Miscellaneous Roadway and Track 
Expenses." 
Expenditures of the above nature arising in connection with the 
construction of a new road should be charged to account No. 4, 
"Grading," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and 
Equipment of Electric Railways. 
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C A S E 51. 
Query. To what account should be charged rent of land used 
for storage of track material, part of which is for use in repairs 
of track, but most of which is for use in the construction of new 
track? 
Answer. Unless the amount paid for rent of land used for the 
storage of track material is a large item, such as several hundred 
dollars per annum, it should be charged to operating expense ac-
count No. 85, "Store Expenses." In case the amount paid is a 
considerable item, there is no objection to including an appropri-
ate proportion in the construction accounts. Owing to the fact 
that it would be impracticable to divide this rental charge among 
the various construction material accounts, the amount should be 
charged to account No. 44, "Miscellaneous," in the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 52. 
Query. Has the Interstate Commerce Commission prescribed 
any account for depreciation of way and structures or equip-
ment? 
Answer. The Interstate Commerce Commission does not require 
any electric railway company to keep account No. 26, "Deprecia-
tion of Way and Structures," and account No. 42, "Depreciation 
of Equipment," unless these accounts are prescribed by the Rail-
way Commission of the State in which such company operates 
the major portion of its mileage. (See Case 215.) 
C A S E 53 (amended). 
Query. Is it proper to charge to account No. 41, "Interest," in 
the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways, interest paid on loans made for construction 
purposes by an operating electric railway company, said interest 
accruing on money used in building new tracks and for additional 
power-plant equipment and other construction purposes? 
Answer. Interest on loans made for construction purposes that 
accrues during the construction period should be charged to 
account No. 41, "Interest." Interest which accrues after the 
completion of construction work is not chargeable to this account. 
(See Case 29.) 
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C A S E 54. 
Query. Should revenue account No. 15, "Rents of Tracks and 
Terminals," be credited with all compensation received for the use 
of tracks and electric lines, including services performed in con-
nection with the dispatching and general supervision of the elec-
tric cars of one company using the tracks of another company? 
Answer. All compensation of this nature should be credited to 
revenue account No. 15, "Rents of Tracks and Terminals." No 
provision is made in the electric classifications for joint facilities 
accounts. 
C A S E 55. 
Query. This company owns a nine-story building. One-third of 
the ground floor is used for tracks for cars running into and out 
of the building, waiting room, ticket office, etc., and the balance is 
rented for store purposes, concessions, etc. The general offices 
occupy about one floor, and the remaining floors are rented for 
office purposes. Should rents received from tenants be credited 
to operating revenues or miscellaneous income? 
Answer. Rents should be credited to revenue account No. 17, 
"Rents of Buildings and Other Property," if the expense of main-
taining and operating the portions rented can not be separated 
from the expense of maintaining and operating the portion used 
by the railway company. In case the expense of maintaining and 
operating the portions rented can be separated from the expense 
of maintaining and operating the portion used by the railway 
company, the rents received should be included in Income and not 
in Operating Revenues, and the expense of maintaining and oper-
ating the rented portions should be charged against the rents 
received. 
C A S E 56. 
Query. We are in doubt as to the proper account to be charged 
for trolley parts, namely, wheels, axles, washers, springs, harps, 
poles, bushings, etc., and carbon brushes, carbons, headlight 
parts, etc. Should these items be charged to accounts 32 to 37, 
inclusive, or to account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service 
Expenses"? 
Answer. All such parts as pertain to maintenance of equipment 
are chargeable to operating expense account No. 32, "Passenger 
and Combination Cars"; account No. 33, "Freight, Express, and 
Mail Cars"; account No. 34, "Locomotive"; account No. 35, 
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"Service Cars"; account No. 36, "Electric Equipment of Cars"; 
or account No. 37, "Electric Equipment of Locomotives." Account 
No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses," includes only such 
items as do not pertain to maintenance of equipment. 
The following indicates the line of demarcation between the 
electric equipment of a car and the car: Electric equipment of a car 
includes the electric motive equipment and wiring; the term " c a r " 
includes the car body and trucks, electric bells and wiring, electric 
heaters and wiring, electric lighting and wiring, and air-brake 
equipment and wiring. 
Under this segregation, carbons used in electric arc headlights 
are chargeable to account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Ex-
penses," and the other items named to accounts 32 to 37, inclusive. 
C A S E 57. 
Query. Are Class B and Class C electric railways required to 
keep the 44 accounts composing the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, and the 19 ac-
counts composing the Classification of Operating Revenues of 
Electric Railways, the same as Class A companies? 
Answer. All electric railways subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission are required to keep their road 
and equipment and revenue accounts under the same classifica-
tions, no condensed classification of road and equipment accounts 
or of revenue accounts being provided for Class B or Class C 
companies. 
C A S E 58. 
Query. What is meant by the term "Car Hours" as used in the 
mileage, traffic, and miscellaneous statistics of the form for an-
nual report, particularly with reference to "Passenger Car 
Hours"? 
Answer. "Passenger Car Hours" include not only the actual 
time while in revenue service, but also the time consumed in run-
ning from carhouses to points where regular service is begun, 
time lost between trips, and time lost on account of delays caused 
by blockades, parades, etc. It includes the entire time during 
which the cars are in charge of the motormen and conductors. 
C A S E 59. 
Query. Is it permissible to apportion store and stable expenses 
among the water, light, and railway departments in proportion to 
the services rendered by the storeroom and the stables? 
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Answer. The proportion of store and stable expenses chargeable 
to the water and light departments should be handled through 
account No. 81, "Other Operations—Cr.," it being the intention 
that the "Other Operations" accounts should apply in connection 
with all General and Miscellaneous accounts. 
Carriers are at liberty to distribute store and stable expenses 
of the railway department to the various operating expense ac-
counts affected, but for the purpose of the annual reports the 
amounts distributed should be reported under account No. 85, 
"Store Expenses," and No. 86, "Stable Expenses," and such 
amounts eliminated from the accounts to which they were origi-
nally distributed. 
In this connection attention is called to the fact that no portion 
of store expenses or stable expenses which is properly chargeable 
to road and equipment should be included in accounts Nos. 85 and 
86, as these accounts are intended to cover only operating ex-
penses. (See Case 10.) 
C A S E 60. 
Query. A company is required by its franchise to widen one of 
the streets upon which it operates, and pay all expenses of exca-
vating, moving back and resetting curbs, constructing new catch 
basins with sewer connections, adjusting all sidewalks and cross-
walks disturbed, readjusting all pole lines, hydrants, etc., owned 
by other corporations, and laying a new asphalt pavement between 
the brick-paved railroad strip and the curbs. Would it be proper 
to consider this as an incidental cost of the road itself and charge-
able to account No. 2, "Right of Way," or should the cost be 
charged to account No. 44, " Miscellaneous"? 
Answer. The cost should be charged to account No. 2, "Right of 
Way," except cost of paving, which should be charged to account 
No. 10, "Paving." (See Cases 116 and 191.) 
C A S E 61. 
Query. Is it intended that account No. 25, "Buildings and Struc-
tures," shall be used solely for repairs of owned buildings, or may 
the cost of repairs to rented buildings be included? 
Answer. Account No. 25, "Buildings and Structures," is in-
tended to include cost of repairs of owned buildings or buildings 
held under long-term leases. The cost of repairs of buildings 
rented from month to month is not to be included in this account, 
but should be charged to the account to which the rent is charged. 
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C A S E 62. 
Query. Should repairs to rented passenger waiting rooms where 
tickets are sold be charged to account No. 65, "Station Expenses"? 
Answer. Yes. (See Case 61 respecting repairs to buildings 
held under long-term leases.) 
C A S E 63. 
Query. Should repairs to general offices that are rented be 
charged to account No. 25, "Buildings and Structures," or to ac-
count No. 75, "General Office Supplies and Expenses"? 
Answer. Charge to account No. 75, "General Office Supplies 
and Expenses." (See Case 61 respecting repairs to buildings 
held under long-term, leases.) 
C A S E 64. 
Query. We have a contract with another carrier under which the 
other carrier provides cars and maintains them for the purpose of 
furnishing through service. Regular fares are collected to and 
from junction point by the other carrier. While these cars are 
on our tracks we pay all expenses of operation and retain all 
fares collected for transportation between points on such tracks, 
but pay to the other company a certain part of the fares collected 
from passengers traveling from or to points beyond the junction. 
How shall we charge amounts paid under this contract? 
Answer. Charge to account No. 88, "Rent of Equipment." 
C A S E 65. 
Query. In account No. 19, "Poles and Fixtures," in the Classifi-
cation of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Rail-
ways is the statement, " T o this account should be charged the 
cost of * * * brackets and other pole fixtures; * * * also 
structures for supporting the overhead electric railway construc-
tion." In account No. 22, "Distribution System," in the same 
classification is the statement, " T o this account should be charged 
the cost of material used and labor expended in constructing dis-
tribution system, including * * * overhead trolley lines, in-
cluding cost of trolley, guard, span, strain, supplementary, and 
other wires." Since brackets used for supporting trolley wires 
are analogous to span wires, should not the cost of such brackets 
be charged to account No. 22, "Distribution System"? 
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Answer. Brackets used for supporting trolley wires are dis-
tinctly pole fixtures and should be charged to account No. 19, 
"Poles and Fixtures." 
Possibly there has been some misunderstanding as to the mean-
ing of "structures for supporting the overhead electric railway 
construction" in account No. 19. This is intended to cover such 
structures as steel catenary bridges, which are used by some rail-
ways to carry the double-track overhead lines and which have 
two side towers and a connecting truss built of light angles and 
channels. 
C A S E 66. 
Query. Our master mechanic asks that we define the term 
"electric locomotive" in relation to the Classification of Operating 
Expenses of Electric Railways, his desire being to know whether 
the build of the machine or the use to which it is put governs. 
We have a machine with standard express car body, but with low 
speed, high-power motor equipment, which is used in handling 
ballast cars, flat cars, etc., in maintenance work, and sometimes 
in hauling such freight as lumber, wood, etc., in car lots. 
Answer. In defining the term "electric locomotive" the build 
of the machine, rather than the use to which it is put, should 
govern. If it is so arranged that it can carry freight or passen-
gers within itself, it should be considered a car. 
This distinction seems necessary, as it frequently happens that 
regular passenger cars, freight cars, or work cars are used to 
haul other cars and to treat them as locomotives, when so used, 
would undoubtedly lead to confusion. 
C A S E 67. 
Query. To what account in the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways should be charged 
the cost of electric headlights for passenger cars? 
Answer. Account No. 35, "Cars." Account No. 37, "Electric 
Equipment of Cars," is intended to include only the electric motive 
equipment. (See Case 9.) 
C A S E 68. 
Query. We have granted to other electric companies the privi-
lege of attaching their wires to our poles. To what account 
should we credit revenue from this source? 
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Answer. To account No. 17, "Rents of Buildings and Other 
Property." (See Case 49.) 
C A S E 69. 
Query. The Classification of Operating Revenues of Electric 
Railways provides in account No. 1, "Passenger Revenue," under 
the caption "Revenue from Transportation,"—"This account 
should be charged with amounts paid for * * * tickets re-
deemed." In Note B it is provided that all tickets may be 
credited to an open account and this account charged when 
tickets are collected. In case tickets are redeemed, should they 
not be charged to the open account to which the sale has been 
credited? 
Answer. I f advantage is taken of the privilege of crediting the 
sale of tickets to an open account, that account should also be 
charged with amounts paid for tickets redeemed. 
C A S E 70. 
Query. Note B under revenue account No. 1, "Passenger Rev-
enue," states that the proceeds from the sale of mileage books 
are to be carried to that account as they are honored for trans-
portation. We have always handled the sale of these tickets by 
crediting directly to revenue, the same as we would round-trip 
tickets. Is it required that interurban companies reporting to 
the Commission shall follow the directions in account No. 1? 
Answer. It is not permissible to credit revenue account No. 1, 
"Passenger Revenue," with receipts from mileage books at the 
time of sale. It will be necessary to credit receipts from mile-
age books to an open account at the time of sale and to charge 
such account and credit "Passenger Revenue" as the mileage is 
honored, in accordance with Note B. 
C A S E 71. 
Query. When a railway company conducts a general lighting 
business, should the net earnings of the lighting department be 
included in the revenue statement under account No. 19, "Mis-
cellaneous"? 
Answer. Net earnings of the lighting department should not be 
included in operating revenues, but should be included in the 
Income Account as "Other Miscellaneous Income." 
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C A S E 72. 
Query. To what account should be charged subscriptions to 
funds raised for the purpose of entertaining conventions visiting 
our city? 
Answer. A subscription to a fund for the purpose of entertain-
ing a convention should be considered as a donation for traffic 
purposes, and, therefore, should be charged to account No. 46, 
"Advertising." 
C A S E 73. 
Query. Should the cost of tools used in maintenance of way and 
structures, including those used in the repairs and renewals of 
bridges and buildings, interlocking systems, transmission and dis-
tribution systems, and the cost of crucibles, etc., used in connec-
tion with a thermit welding machine, be charged to account 
No. 10, except as provided in accounts Nos. 11 and 12? 
Answer. Account No. 10, "Miscellaneous Roadway and Track 
Expenses," includes only the "cost of roadway tools when charge-
able to expenses and cost of all material used and labor expended 
in repairing and renewing all tools, implements, flags, lanterns, 
etc., used in repairing roadway and track." This would include 
crucibles, etc., used in connection with a thermit welding machine. 
The cost of renewing and repairing tools should be charged to 
account No. 15, "Bridges, Trestles, and Culverts," if the tools are 
used in the maintenance of bridges; to account No. 17, "Signal 
and Interlocking Systems," if used in the maintenance of inter-
locking systems; to account No. 24, "Miscellaneous Electric Line 
Expenses," if used in the maintenance of transmission and distri-
bution systems; and to account No. 25, "Buildings and Struc-
tures," if used in the maintenance of buildings. 
It is not necessary to apportion among a number of accounts 
the cost of maintenance of tools used for general purposes. 
C A S E 74. 
Query. A conductor on one of our cars, in discharge of his duty, 
ejected an unruly passenger who refused to pay fare. In doing 
so the conductor was injured to such an extent that he was 
unable to attend to his duties for some time. It has been decided 
to pay the conductor for all of the time lost. Is this a proper 
charge to account No. 82, "Injuries and Damages"? 
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Answer. The payment should be charged to account No. 82, 
"Injuries and Damages." (See Cases 16 and 150.) 
C A S E 75. 
Query. Please advise if premiums paid to guaranty companies 
for bonds furnished municipalities in accordance with franchises 
granted for the privilege of constructing and operating railroads 
on the streets should be charged to account No. 83, "Insurance," 
in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
The bonds referred to are given for the faithful performance of 
all the terms of the franchise, including the construction of the 
line, the payment of a percentage of the gross receipts, and in 
some instances the maintenance and operation. The bonds are 
continuous and run during the life of the franchise. 
Answer. Such payments should be charged to account No. 44, 
"Miscellaneous," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road 
and Equipment of Electric Railways, when they are incurred in 
connection with construction work; and to account No. 79, "Mis-
cellaneous General Expenses," in the Classification of Operating 
Expenses of Electric Railways, when they are incurred in connec-
tion with operation. 
C A S E 76 ( a m e n d e d ) . 
Query. In the text of the Classification of Operating Expenses 
of Electric Railways no specific mention is made of the expenses 
of maintenance of dams, reservoirs, canals, and pipe lines feeding 
hydraulic generating plants. What disposition is to be made of 
this class of expenses? 
Answer. The cost of maintenance of such structures should be 
charged to account No. 25, "Buildings and Structures," in the 
Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 77. 
Query. This company uses large numbers of portable iron signs, 
which are hooked on the fronts of the cars to indicate their desti-
nation. They are in nowise permanent fixtures of the cars, but 
are used on different cars as occasion requires. On some of our 
new cars we have adjustable signs which consist of rolls with 
various destinations painted thereon and are attached to the cars 
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themselves. To which accounts should the cost of these signs be 
charged? 
Answer. The portable signs should be charged to account No. 63, 
"Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses," and the adjustable signs 
attached to the cars to account No. 32, "Passenger and Combi-
nation Cars." 
C A S E 78. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of removing 
water resulting from the melting of snow on city streets? 
Answer. To account No. 12, "Removal of Snow, Ice, and Sand." 
(See Case 87.) 
C A S E 79. 
Query. Should the wages of engineers and other employees en-
gaged in operating power stations and substations be charged to 
repair accounts when engaged in making minor repairs during 
their regular hours? 
Answer. It is not intended that any portion of the wages of 
engineers and other employees engaged in station operation should 
be charged to repair accounts when they are engaged incidentally 
during their regular shifts in making minor repairs. 
As a general rule, it is not necessary to distribute the wages of 
a regular employee to the several accounts affected if part of his 
time is devoted only incidentally to repair work. If, however, he 
is required to devote a considerable part of his time to such re-
pairs, his wages should be apportioned to the proper accounts in 
accordance with the work performed. (See Cases 149, 248, and 
254.) 
C A S E 80. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of printing 
tariffs, and the cost of printing orders for conductors and motor-
men in connection with transportation rules, regulations, etc.? 
Answer. To account No. 84, "Stationery and Printing." 
C A S E 81. 
Query. Much of our track is located on streets with macadam 
surface. Should the cost of repairing the macadam be charged to 
"Paving" or to "Miscellaneous Roadway and Track Expenses"? 
Answer. To account No. 9, "Paving." 
6790°—11 3 
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C A S E 82. 
Query. WE have a track that is "plain back filled," that Is, 
filled with crushed stone to the top of the rails. Should the cost 
of this filling be charged to account No. 2, "Ballast," or account 
No. 10, "Miscellaneous Roadway and Track Expenses"? Strictly 
speaking, it is not ballast, although, in many instances, it would 
BE hard to distinguish it from ballast. 
Answer. The cost of filling track with crushed stone to the top 
of the rails should be charged, when done in connection with 
maintenance, to account No. 2, "Ballast," and account No. 8, 
"Roadway and Track Labor." 
C A S E 83. 
Query. Under our contract for carrying the mail we are re-
quired to transfer the mail at certain points from the cars to the 
post-office. To what account shall we charge the cost of this 
service? 
Answer. Specific payments for this service should be charged 
to account No. 72, "Other Transportation Expenses." 
C A S E 84. 
Query. Since commencing operation we have adopted the pol-
icy, in connection with our work-car service, of charging our sev-
eral departments with the use of work cars at the rate of 65 
cents per car hour. This has been done for the reason that we 
have had to do considerable hauling for the contractors who built 
the road. We have also charged each department in order that 
the department head would have it brought more forcibly to his 
attention that it was the desire of the management that the work 
cars be used as little as possible. This charge of 65 cents per 
hour has been credited—50 cents to "Purchased Power" and 15 
cents to "Miscellaneous Revenue," which division is based upon 
an estimate of the amount of power used and the amount neces-
sary to compensate the company for loss through wear and tear, 
etc. Is this correct? 
Answer. No charge should be made against maintenance or 
other operating accounts for the use of work cars. In the case 
of cars used on construction work by the company itself, if 
CHARGE is made against construction accounts it should be as near 
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actual cost as possible, and credit should be given to revenue 
account No. 9, "Miscellaneous Transportation Revenue." When 
a charge is made against a contractor for use of equipment, credit 
should be given to account No. 9. 
The wages of conductors, motormen, and other employees en-
gaged in this service should be charged to account No. 62, "Miscel-
laneous Car-Service Employees." (See Cases 33 and 45.) 
C A S E 85. 
Query. Notes under operating expense accounts Nos. 3, 4, 5, 
and 6 provide that the cost of labor of unloading shall be charged 
to account No. 8. If this refers to the first handling of material 
from cars or boats to yards or docks, it will be difficult, if not 
impossible, to separate that portion properly chargeable to oper-
ating expenses from that chargeable to expenditures for road, as 
it will not be possible when the material is received to tell 
which part of the material will be used in repairs and which part 
in construction. This labor has always been considered as part 
of the cost of material. Should it not be so considered? 
Answer. The notes under the accounts mentioned do not refer 
to the first handling of material from cars or boats to yards or 
docks, but to the unloading at the points where the material is to 
be used. The cost of the first handling is properly chargeable to 
the cost of the material. 
C A S E 86 (amended). 
Query. Should the cost of labor and materials, such as special 
grubbing tools, liquid weed-killer, and sprinkling devices, used in 
clearing track and right of way of weeds, be charged to account 
No. 11, "Cleaning and Sanding Tracks"? 
Answer. The material should be charged to account No. 10, 
"Miscellaneous Roadway, and Track Expenses," and the labor to 
account No. 8, "Roadway and Track Labor." 
C A S E 87. 
Query. May we charge the cost of removing flood water from 
tracks, including maintenance in connection with track drainage, 
to "Removal of Snow, Ice, and Sand"? If not, what account 
should be charged? 
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Answer. The cost of material used in removing flood water from 
track should be charged to account No. 10, "Miscellaneous Road-
way and Track Expenses," and the labor to account No. 8, "Road-
way and Track Labor," except as provided in Case 78. 
C A S E 88. 
Query. Should the cost of placing and removing portable snow 
fences be charged to "Removal of Snow, Ice, and Sand" or to 
"Crossings, Fences, Cattle Guards, and Signs"? 
Answer. To account No. 12, "Removal of Snow, Ice, and Sand." 
C A S E 89. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of planks 
used in crossings of steam railroads in city streets? 
Answer. I f the planks are used in maintenance, the cost should 
be charged to account No. 16, "Crossings, Fences, Cattle Guards, 
and Signs," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways; if used in construction, to account No. 16, "Crossings, 
Fences, Cattle Guards, and Signs," in the Classification of Ex-
penditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 90. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of wooden 
plugs used for filling spike holes in ties? 
Answer. To account No. 3, "Ties." 
C A S E 91. 
Query. Should the wages of levermen on derailers at steam rail-
road crossings be charged to "Miscellaneous Car-Service Em-
ployees" or to "Operation of Signal and Interlocking Systems"? 
Answer. Should be charged to account No. 68, "Operation of 
Signal and Interlocking Systems." 
C A S E 92. 
Query. Should the wages of blacksmiths and helpers and cost 
of coal and other supplies for track shop be charged to "Shop 
Expenses" or to "Miscellaneous Roadway and Track Expenses"? 
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Answer. The expense of such labor should be charged to ac-
count No. 8, "Roadway and Track Labor," and supplies used 
solely in track maintenance should be charged to account No. 10, 
"Miscellaneous Roadway and Track Expenses." 
C A S E 93. 
Query. To what account should be charged cost of removing 
car ashes from cars to dump? 
Answer. If removal is made by company employees, the cost 
should be charged to account No. 66, "Carhouse Employees;" 
otherwise to account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Ex-
penses." 
C A S E 94. 
Query. Please advise whether the salaries of accounting depart-
ment clerks engaged in handling the accounts of the maintenance 
of way, mechanical, and stores departments should be charged to 
account No. 74, "Salaries and Expenses of General Office Clerks," 
or apportioned to account No. 1, "Superintendence of Way and 
Structures," account No. 29, "Superintendence of Equipment," 
and account No. 85, "Store Expenses." 
Answer. Assuming that the clerks in question, although exclu-
sively engaged in handling the accounts pertaining to separate 
departments, are employed in the general accounting office, their 
salaries should be charged to account No. 74, "Salaries and Ex-
penses of General Office Clerks." 
C A S E 95. 
Query. Should amounts paid to cities for licenses to operate 
cars within city limits, and payments based on percentage of gross 
receipts in accordance with the terms of franchises, be charged to 
" Taxes " or to the Income Account? 
Answer. Payments to municipalities for privilege of operating 
cars (license tax) and payments of a percentage of operating 
revenues in accordance with terms of franchises (franchise tax) 
should both be charged to "Taxes " under "Deductions from 
Income." (See Cases 32, 37, and 225.) 
C A S E 96. 
Query. A ruling is desired as to the proper accounts to be 
charged with amounts paid for telephone service, such as for 
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tolls, and for rent of private lines and operating systems. They 
appear to be in the nature of miscellaneous expenses chargeable 
to the department for whose benefit the expenses are incurred. 
Answer. Rent of telephone lines used primarily for the opera-
tion of cars should be charged to account No. 69, "Operation of 
Telephone and Telegraph Systems." All other telephone expenses 
should be charged to account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General 
Expenses." (See Cases 209 and 230.) 
C A S E 97. 
Query. At different points on our line we have electric lights, 
some of which have been installed in accordance with our franchise 
agreements, others because of the necessity of providing lights 
for the safety of our passengers. To what account should the 
labor and material used in repairing and renewing such lights be 
charged? 
Answer. The cost of repairing and renewing lights, either in 
accordance with franchise agreements or for the purpose of 
avoiding accidents, should be charged to account No. 72, "Other 
Transportation Expenses." In the case of lights installed at 
stations owned by a company, the cost of repairing and renewing 
wiring in connection with such lights should be charged to ac-
count No. 25, "Buildings and Structures," and the cost of renew-
ing the lamps to account No. 65, "Station Expenses." If, how-
ever, the station is rented, the entire expense should be charged 
to account No. 65. If it is not practicable to separate the expense 
of renewing and repairing the wiring from that of renewing the 
lamps at stations owned by a company, the entire cost may be 
included in account No. 65. 
C A S E 98. 
Query. Our franchise for the use of a county bridge carries an 
obligation to pay a proportion of the cost of bridge maintenance 
and operation. How shall we charge such payments? 
Answer. The cost of maintaining a bridge used under long-term 
lease or franchise should be treated the same as maintenance of 
property owned. With this understanding, the maintenance of the 
bridge in question should be charged to account No. 15, "Bridges, 
Trestles, and Culverts," and the cost of any paving done should 
be charged to account No. 9, "Paving." The wages of bridge ten-
ders should be charged to account No. 62, "Miscellaneous Car-
Service Employees." 
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C A S E 99. 
Query. What is the proper disposition of the cost of patterns 
used in making castings? In some cases these patterns were made 
for cars being built, and are carried in stock and used for making 
repair parts when necessary. In other cases the patterns are made 
entirely for casting repair parts. Is it proper to charge the cost 
of the patterns to the cost of the equipment built, in the first 
instance, and to the cost of repairing the equipment in the second 
instance, or should the patterns be treated as hand tools and 
machine tools? 
Answer. The cost of patterns made expressly for the casting of 
repair parts should be included in the cost of repairing equip-
ment. The cost of patterns originally made for cars being built 
by a company should be included in the cost of the equipment. 
C A S E 100. 
Query. Referring to accounts Nos. 7, "Rails, Rail Fastenings, 
and Joints," and 8, "Special Work," in the Classification of Ex-
penditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, kindly 
advise to which of these accounts should be charged the cost of 
guard rails placed around plain curves in main tracks where there 
are no frogs, switches, cross-overs, or other special work in con-
nection therewith. Does account No. 8, "Special Work," include 
the cost of any guard rails except those used in connection with 
railroad crossings, cross-overs, frogs, switches, turn-outs, or other 
parts of the track made to order? 
Answer. The cost of guard rails placed around plain curves in 
main tracks where there are no frogs, switches, cross-overs, or 
other special work in connection therewith should be charged to 
account No. 7, "Rails, Rail Fastenings, and Joints." Account 
No. 8, "Special Work," should include the cost of only such guard 
rails as are used in connection with railroad crossings, cross-overs, 
frogs, switches, turn-outs, and other parts of the track made to 
order. (See Case 25.) 
C A S E 101. 
Query. We are required by city ordinance to cut and replace 
overhead wires when it is necessary to move any building across 
or along our streets. Is this a proper charge to Operating Ex-
penses or to Income? 
Answer. Such expenses should be charged, to account No. 24, 
"Miscellaneous Electric Line Expenses." 
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C A S E 102. 
Query. This company owns ferry slips at a wharf in connection 
with which we have considerable maintenance expenses. Should 
we charge to a subaccount under No. 19, "Other Miscellaneous 
Way Expenses," or to account No. 25, "Buildings and Struc-
tures"? At the end of the wharf are fuel oil tanks for the oper-
ation of our ferry. Should we charge maintenance expenses to 
account No. 19, "Other Miscellaneous Way Expenses," or to ac-
count No. 25, "Buildings and Structures"? 
Answer. Expenses of maintenance of ferry slips and ferry fuel 
oil tanks should be charged to account No. 25, "Buildings and 
Structures." 
C A S E 103. 
Query. Is it necessary for a carrier operating a ferry to sepa-
rate its general and miscellaneous operating expenses between 
the railway and the ferry? 
Answer. No. 
C A S E 104. 
Query. To what account should be charged tools other than 
track tools, such as wheelbarrows, hose, level boards, paving ham-
mers, hydrant wrenches and reducers, mattocks, hand axes, rail 
tongs, etc., purchased for construction work? 
Answer. These tools should be charged to the construction work 
for use upon which they are issued, and if after the completion 
of the work the tools have any salvage value, it should be credited 
to the work to which the tools were originally charged, and 
charged to the work to which the tools are thereafter applied. 
(See Cases 190 and 195.) 
C A S E 105. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of track in-
lets for surface water and their sewer connections? 
Answer. To account No. 10, "Paving," in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 106. 
Query. Kindly advise the proper distribution of the following 
named expenses: 
(1 ) Cost of uniforms donated to conductors and motormen who 
have been in service for a certain number of years. 
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(2) Cost of uniforms and badges for inspectors and car starters 
whose time is chargeable to account No. 48. 
(3) Trustees' commissions and fees for paying out bond inter-
est on clipped coupons, and expenses, including registrars' fees, 
connected with same. 
(4) Premiums on fidelity bonds of employees. 
(5) Fees for filing annual reports with the State. 
(6) Cost of free entertainments given employees. 
(7) Cost of general audit of company's books by an audit com-
pany. 
Answer. The items described should be charged under the 
Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways as fol-
lows: 
(1) To account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses." 
(2) To account No. 48, "Superintendence of Transportation." 
(3) To account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Expenses." 
(4) To account No. 83, "Insurance." 
(5) , (6 ) , (7) To account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Ex-
penses." 
C A S E 107. 
Query. Is it intended that items properly chargeable to account 
No. 39, "Shop Expenses," in the Classification of Operating Ex-
penses of Electric Railways, are to remain as charged or may 
they be distributed in the same manner as store expenses? 
Answer. It is not intended that the items contained in account 
No, 39, "Shop Expenses," should be distributed to the various 
operating accounts benefited thereby. However, if any portion of 
shop expenses is properly chargeable to road and equipment, such 
portion should be deducted from account No. 39, "Shop Ex-
penses," since that account should represent only the portion 
chargeable to operating expenses. 
C A S E 108. 
Query. To what account should be credited the value of coupons 
from mileage books which for any reason remain unpresented? 
Answer. To account No. 1, "Passenger Revenue." 
C A S E 109. 
Query. Is there any objection to the creation of a reserve fund 
to take care of settlements of loss and damage claims filed by 
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shippers of freight? The intention is to make charges of an 
arbitrary amount, so as to take care of claims of this nature 
during the period within which the damage is done. 
Answer. There is no objection to including in operating ex-
penses each month a proportion of the total amount which it is 
estimated will be necessary to expend on account of loss and 
damage claims, provided that the charges are adjusted annually 
so far as practicable. 
C A S E 110. 
Query. To what account should be charged the expense of mov-
ing the poles of another company which were located closer to 
our tracks than we deemed safe, and which we moved back to 
give proper clearance? When the line was originally constructed 
the location was presumably all right, but in the course of time, 
in consequence of operating larger cars and at an increased speed, 
the present management did not consider the clearance sufficient. 
Answer. It is proper to charge the cost of this work to account 
No. 2, "Right of Way," in the Classification of Expenditures for 
Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, unless the amount in-
volved is insignificant. In case it is decided to charge the cost to 
operating expenses, it should be charged to account No. 19, "Other 
Miscellaneous Way Expenses." 
C A S E 111. 
Query. To what account should be charged the salaries of 
clerks employed in compiling data and making out reports to the 
Public Service Commission, State Board of Tax Commissioners, 
Department of Commerce and Labor, etc.? To what account 
should the salaries of engineers employed in compiling data in 
regard to way and structures for such reports be charged? 
Answer. The salaries of clerks should be charged to account 
No. 74, "Salaries and Expenses of General Office Clerks." The 
salaries of engineers should be charged to account No. 1, "Super-
intendence of Way and Structures." 
C A S E 112. 
Query. To what account should be charged amounts paid to the 
United States Government for the right to operate a line across a 
government reservation? 
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Answer. If the ears have a private right of way over the gov-
ernment reservation, the payments should be charged to operating 
expense account No. 19, "Other Miscellaneous Way Expenses." 
If the line runs in a highway which the Government allows other 
people to use, the payments should be charged to "Taxes." (See 
Cases 82 and 37.) 
C A S E 113. 
Query. Frequently when streets upon which rails are laid are 
torn up for repairs it is necessary for passengers to change from 
cars on one side of the break in the street to cars on the other 
side, and men are stationed at the break to care for the cars, to 
assist the passengers if required, and to perform any other duties 
in connection therewith. The men employed for this work are 
not regular car-service employees. To what account should their 
wages be charged? 
Answer. To account No. 62, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Em-
ployees." 
C A S E 114. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of filling 
land? 
Answer. The cost of filling land, in the ordinary acceptation of 
the term, should be added to the cost of the land. 
C A S E 115. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of painting 
or stenciling numbers on poles for the purpose of identification 
and record? 
Answer. The cost of first painting or stenciling numbers on 
poles should be charged to account No. 19, "Poles and Fixtures," 
in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways. Renewals should be charged to account No. 
20, "Poles and Fixtures," in the Classification of Operating Ex-
penses of Electric Railways. It is not the intention that car-
riers should be required to charge insignificant amounts to con-
struction accounts. 
C A S E 116. 
Query. A town, in granting a franchise for the construction 
of a new line on the streets, requires the railway company to set 
back the curbs and flags. The work is not necessary for the con-
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struction of the road itself, as there is plenty of room on the high-
way without setting back the curbs. To what account in the 
Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Elec-
tric Railways should such expenditures be charged? 
Answer. Expenditures of this nature should be charged to ac-
count No. 2, "Right of Way." In case there is any paving to be 
done in connection with this work, the cost of such paving should 
be charged to account No. 10, "Paving," in the same classification. 
(See Case 60.) 
C A S E 117. 
Query. To what accounts should the following items be charged? 
(1) City assessment for street grade crossing our right of way, 
being our proportion for the right of way abutting street and 
extending back from the street. 
(2) City assessment for new trunk sewer, being the amount 
charged us for our proportion based on right of way through the 
section served by the sewer. 
(3) City assessment for new street pavement, being our pro-
portion of paving inside and alongside our tracks on streets on 
which our track is laid, the streets not having been previously 
paved. 
(4) Cost of installing new crossings when new streets are 
opened. 
Answer. The items described should be charged under the 
Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Elec-
tric Railways as follows: 
(1) To account No. 16, "Crossings, Fences, Cattle Guards, and 
Signs." 
(2) To account No. 2, "Right of Way." (See Case 222.) 
(3) To account No. 10, "Paving." (See Cases 2 and 222.) 
(4) To account No. 16, "Crossings, Fences, Cattle Guards, and 
Signs." 
C A S E 118. 
Query. To what account should be charged the expense of an 
examination of titles of real property and other questions affect-
ing the validity of an issue of bonds? 
Answer. To account No. 44, "Miscellaneous," in the Classifica-
tion of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Rail-
ways. 
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C A S E 119. 
Query. To what account should be charged fees paid to an 
engineering corporation for supervising and managing the oper-
ation of an electric railway company? 
Answer. To account No. 73, "Salaries and Expenses of Gen-
eral Officers," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of 
Electric Railways. 
C A S E 120. 
Query. A State assesses railway corporations each year a cer-
tain amount graduated on basis of capital stock. To what ac-
count should the assessment be charged, or should it be treated 
under "Deductions from Income," as provided for taxes? 
Would this apply to a franchise assessment of a percentage of 
gross earnings, levied under city ordinance? 
Would it apply to what is known as a license tax levied by a 
city, based on a certain fixed charge per car for the number of 
cars operated in the city? 
Answer. State taxes assessed against railway corporations, the 
amounts of which are graduated on a basis of capital stock, fran-
chise taxes levied on operating revenues, and license taxes based 
on the number of cars operated in a city, should be charged to 
"Taxes " in the Income Account. 
C A S E 121. 
Query. By reason of the construction of a sewer in a street 
occupied by an electric railway's tracks, it becomes necessary to 
lay A temporary track around the break in the regular line in 
order to maintain the regular running schedule and avoid com-
pelling the passengers to make a change of cars at that point. 
Should the cost of laying and removing the temporary track be 
charged to account No. 19, "Other Miscellaneous Way Expenses," 
or to account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses"? 
Answer. The cost of temporary track made necessary by the 
removal of tracks for the purpose of laying a sewer should be 
charged to account No. 19, "Other Miscellaneous Way Expenses." 
C A S E 122. 
Query. TO what account should be charged THE cost OF "cattle 
PASSES," WHICH are IN the nature OF UNDERGRADE CROSSINGS? 
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Answer. To account No. 16, "Crossings, Fences, Cattle Guards, 
and Signs," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and 
Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 123. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of putting 
in iron-pipe culverts for drainage purposes? 
Answer. To account No. 15, "Bridges, Trestles, and Culverts," 
in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways. 
C A S E 124. 
Query. A blast, set off by a concern doing work for itself, so 
damaged our high-tension system as to cause a good many inter-
ruptions in the power and consequently our car service was some-
what delayed for several hours. 
In addition to reimbursing us for the expense of restoring the 
high-tension system to its original condition, the concern has 
agreed to pay us a certain sum of money to reimburse us for the 
estimated loss of business suffered from the interruption of our 
service. 
To what account shall we credit the amount paid to us for the 
estimated loss of business? 
Answer. The amount may be credited to account No. 9, "Mis-
cellaneous Transportation Revenue." Strictly speaking, this is 
not a transportation revenue, but as it is paid to replace what is 
conceded to be a transportation revenue, it may be so considered. 
C A S E 125. 
Query. We are carrying in suspense an amount paid to a trust 
company for certification of bonds issued for construction pur-
poses. To what account should it be charged? 
Answer. Payments to trustees for certification of such bonds 
should be charged to account No. 44, "Miscellaneous," in the 
Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric 
Railways. 
C A S E 126 (amended). 
Query. We are constructing a new power station which is to 
be operated by steam turbines. The water for the condensers in 
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this station is to be obtained from a pool in a near-by river to be 
formed by a dam at or near the station. To what account should 
be charged the cost of the dam and the pipes conveying the water 
from the pool to the condensers? 
Answer. The cost of the dam as well as the cost of the pipes 
used in conveying the water from the pool formed by the dam 
should be charged to account No. 24, "Power-Plant Buildings," in 
the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways. 
C A S E 127 (amended). 
Query. The salary of superintendent of power is included in 
account No. 48, "Superintendence of Transportation," in the Clas-
sification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. We have 
always included the salary of superintendent of power in power-
house expenses. In view of the fact that we operate in one State 
only, kindly advise if we would not be justified in continuing this 
practice? 
Answer. Under the classifications issued by this Commission it 
would not be proper for you to eliminate the salary and office and 
traveling expenses of the superintendent of power from account 
No. 48, "Superintendence of Transportation" and include them 
in some other account under Group I—Power. 
However, there would be no objection to carrying such expenses 
as a subaccount under account No. 48, and for your own con-
venience including such subaccount under Group I—Power. 
Notice of the establishment of such a subaccount should be given 
to the Commission, subject to its disapproval. 
C A S E 128. 
Query. To what account should be charged fees paid to di-
rectors? 
Answer. To account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Expenses," 
in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 129. 
Query. To what account should be credited the proceeds of an 
annual tax voted to a carrier by the districts through which the 
carrier operates? 
Answer. This should not be credited to operating revenues, but 
should be handled through the Income Account. 
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C A S E 130. 
Query. To what account in the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways should be cleared 
"Rent and Operation of Equipment" (the operation of a rented 
locomotive, pile driver, etc., used in bridge and track work), 
"Miscellaneous General Expenses," and "Law Expenses?" 
Answer. The account "Rent and Operation of Equipment" 
should be cleared to account No. 11, "Track Laying and Sur-
facing," and account No. 15, "Bridges, Trestles, and Culverts," 
unless a portion of the expense is directly chargeable to some 
other primary account in the Classification of Expenditures for 
Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. (See Case 186.) 
Assuming that the account "Miscellaneous General Expenses" 
covers expenditures properly chargeable to account No. 44, "Mis-
cellaneous," this account as well as the account "Law Expenses" 
(see account No. 40), should be carried as primary accounts under 
General Account III—General Expenditures. 
C A S E 131. 
Query. To what account should be credited revenue from ex-
press traffic handled under a contract with an express company, 
the railway company owning the cars and charging the express 
company on a mileage basis? 
Answer. To account No. 5, "Express Revenue," in the Classi-
fication of Operating Revenues of Electric Railways. The revenue 
received covers compensation for the handling of express traffic 
exclusively and should be treated accordingly, regardless of the 
arrangement or basis upon which the compensation is fixed. 
C A S E 132. 
Query. Would it be proper to charge to road and equipment 
account No. 8, "Special Work," the cost of labor and material 
used in running a wire from a substation to several of our sidings 
for the purpose of turning on electric switch lights at said sidings 
by means of a switch at the substation? 
Answer. No. The cost should be charged to account No. 17, 
"Interlocking and Other Signal Apparatus," in the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
However, it is not the intention that carriers should be required 
to capitalize insignificant amounts. 
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C A S E 133. 
Query. To what accounts should be charged the cost of mainte-
nance and operation of machinery in air-compressor stations, used 
for charging storage tanks for air brakes? 
Answer. The cost of maintenance should be charged to account 
No. 38, "Shop Machinery and Tools," and the cost of operation to 
account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses." 
C A S E 134. 
Query. To what accounts should be charged the cost of con-
struction and maintenance of conduits and fixtures, built from a 
compressor station (located a block or so away from the main 
line) to a point alongside of the track, the conduits being used for 
conveying the compressed air to be used on cars on account of air 
brakes? 
Answer. The cost of construction should be charged to account 
No. 32, "Shop Equipment," in the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, and the cost of 
maintenance to account No. 38, "Shop Machinery and Tools," in 
the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 135. 
Query. To what account should be credited interest earned on 
bank balances? 
Answer. To "Interest on Deposits" in the Income Account. 
C A S E 136. 
Query. In a certain system of side-bracket construction, the 
trolley is suspended by a short wire attached to the bracket. Is 
this piece of wire a part of the bracket and so chargeable to 
account No. 20, "Poles and Fixtures," or is it a span wire and so 
chargeable to account No. 23, "Distribution System"? 
Answer. The wire is a part of the bracket, and the cost of 
maintenance should be charged to account No. 20, "Poles and 
Fixtures," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. 
C A S E 137. 
Query. Should not account No. 5, "Ballast," in the Classifica-
tion of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Rail-
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ways, provide for a separate account to cover ballast produced, as 
is provided in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways? 
Answer. I f the entire cost of ballast produced is chargeable to 
road and equipment, it could be properly charged to account No. 5, 
"Ballast." If, however, the ballast produced is chargeable partly 
to road and equipment and partly to operating expenses, Note B, 
under account No. 2, "Ballast," in the Classification of Operating 
Expenses of Electric Railways, would apply. 
C A S E 138. 
Query. Where track has been laid in an unimproved street 
under an ordinance which requires the carrier to pay its propor-
tion of the paving when the city paves, should not this proportion 
be charged to account No. 10, "Paving," in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, even 
when the proportion is included in a special assessment and 
spread over a period of years? 
Answer. Yes. (See Case 252.) 
C A S E 139. 
Query. Should the cost of macadamizing a road or filling a dirt 
road up to the head of the rail be considered paving and charged 
to account No. 10, "Paving," in the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, or should it be 
charged to account No. 11, "Track Laying and Surfacing," in the 
same classification? 
Answer. The cost of macadamizing should be charged to ac-
count No 10, "Paving," and the cost of filling the dirt road up to 
the head of the rail should be charged to account No. 5, "Ballast." 
C A S E 140. 
Query. Is it proper to charge account No. 15, "Bridges, Tres-
tles, and Culverts," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road 
and Equipment of Electric Railways, with the cost of a trestle 
used to handle coal, when the coal is handled in the carrier's own 
cars and over its own road, and the trestle is used to secure suffi-
cient elevation to dump the coal into coal pockets? 
Answer. If the coal pocket is primarily for power station or 
generating uses, the cost of the trestle should be charged to ac-
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C A S E 145. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of snow 
plows, such as nose plows, etc., attached to cars? 
Answer. The cost of snow plows attached to cars should be 
charged, under the Classification of Expenditures for Road and 
Equipment of Electric Railways, to account No. 35, "Cars," ac-
count No. 36, "Locomotives," or account No. 38, "Other Rail 
Equipment," according to the class of equipment to which the 
attachments are made. 
The cost of repairing and renewing snow plows attached to 
cars should be charged, under the Classification of Operating Ex-
penses of Electric Railways, to account No. 32, "Passenger and 
Combination Cars"; account No. 33, "Freight, Express, and Mail 
Cars"; account No. 34, "Locomotives"; or account No. 35, 
"Service Cars," according to the class of equipment to which the 
plows are attached. 
C A S E 146. 
Query. Must account No. 25, "Buildings and Structures," in 
the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways, 
be subdivided into the subaccounts (a) to ( i ) , or is this a per-
missible subdivision? 
Answer. This subdivision is permissible, but not compulsory. If 
subprimary accounts are proposed, a list should be filed with the 
Commission subject to its disapproval. 
C A S E 147. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of terminal 
houses erected to contain the apparatus necessary in connection 
with the change from high-tension overhead to underground line 
construction? 
Answer. The cost of original installation should be charged to 
account No. 21, "Transmission System," in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
The cost of repairs should be charged to account No. 22, "Trans-
mission System," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of 
Electric Railways. 
C A S E 148. 
Query. When a substation attendant who has little or nothing 
to do, but must be on duty in case a circuit breaker goes out, also 
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sells tickets, handles express, etc., and generally acts as station 
agent, must his wages be apportioned, and, if so, on what basis? 
Answer. The wages of such an employee should be apportioned 
among the accounts affected. It is not intended, however, to 
be too strict in a matter of this kind, and if the circumstances 
are such that any account could, with propriety, stand the entire 
expense, there would be no objection to following such a course. 
C A S E 149. 
Query. When headlights, markers, etc., are cared for and han-
dled at the general office, say, a mile from the carhouse, and the 
man who does this work also handles baggage and express matter, 
and acts as janitor of the building, must his wages be apportioned, 
and, if so, on what basis? 
Answer. The wages of such an employee should be apportioned 
among the accounts affected. It is not intended, however, to be 
too strict in a matter of this kind, and if the circumstances are 
such that any account could, with propriety, stand the entire ex-
pense, there would be no objection to following such a course. 
(See Cases 79, 248, and 254.) 
C A S E 150. 
Query. A conductor on duty is stabbed by a drunken passenger 
without any fault or negligence whatever on the part of the car-
rier. He has been a faithful employee and it has been decided to 
pay him for the time lost during the resulting illness. Should the 
amount be charged to account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General 
Expenses," or to account No. 82, "Injuries and Damages"? 
Answer. To account No. 82, "Injuries and Damages." (See 
Cases 16 and 74.) 
C A S E 151. 
Query. A conductor is knocked from a crowded running board 
of an open car while the car is passing close to a pile of building 
material of the existence of which he is well aware. No negli-
gence on the part of the company is shown or claimed. He has 
been a faithful employee and it has been decided to pay him for 
the time lost during the resulting illness. Should the amount be 
charged to account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Expenses," OR 
to account No. 82, "Injuries and Damages"? 
Answer. To account No. 82, "Injuries and Damages." 
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C A S E 152. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of renewing 
a pavement taken up during construction work for the purpose 
of removing obstructions such as gas and sewer pipes? This pav-
ing is more or less removed from the paving described as the pav-
ing strip, extending approximately two feet beyond the outside 
rail and between the rails, and is not maintained by the street 
railway company. 
Answer. The cost of replacing a pavement taken up during con-
struction work for the purpose of removing obstructions such as 
gas and sewer pipe, should be charged to account No. 10, "Pav-
ing," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equip-
ment of Electric Railways, whether or not such pavement is out-
side of the so-called paving strip maintained by the company in 
consequence of municipal requirements. 
C A S E 153. 
Query. Is account No. 9, "Underground Construction," in the 
Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Elec-
tric Railways, intended to include all labor in placing the material 
described, as well as the cost of material itself, including trans-
portation? 
Answer. Such labor should not be included in account No. 9, 
"Underground Construction," but should be charged to account 
No. 11, "Track Laying and Surfacing," in analogy with mainte-
nance account No. 8, "Roadway and Track Labor." 
C A S E 154. 
Query. Should the cost of hauling track material from the 
storeroom to the place where it enters into construction be re-
garded as a part of the labor cost covered by account No. 11, 
"Track Laying and Surfacing," in the Classification of Expendi-
tures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways? 
Answer. Yes. 
C A S E 155. 
Query. How should guardrails, walks, and railings along the 
tracks of elevated railways be classified? 
Answer. Timber guardrails, footwalks, and railings along the 
tracks of elevated railways should be charged to road and equip-
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ment account No. 14, "Elevated Structures and Foundations." 
The reason that rails and ties are excluded from this account and 
put in separate accounts is, that they can be used on other road-
beds. The timber work described, however, is peculiar to the 
elevated structure, and should therefore be included in that ac-
count for the same reason that all parts of bridges and trestles, 
except rails, crossties, etc., are included in account No. 15, 
"Bridges, Trestles, and Culverts," in the same classification. 
C A S E 156. 
Query. In connection with the crossing gates of a railway there 
is used a cabin which contains the apparatus for operating the 
crossing gates. In some cases these are old cabins which were 
used by flagmen before the installation of crossing gates, and have 
simply been adapted to the new use of crossing gates; in other 
cases complete new cabins or towers are installed with crossing 
gates. Is it proper to include the cost of these cabins or towers 
in account No. 16, "Crossings, Fences, Cattle Guards, and Signs," 
in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways? 
Answer. Yes. 
C A S E 157. 
Query. Should the cost of towers that contain the interlocking 
machinery be included in account No. 17, "Interlocking and Other 
Signal Apparatus," in the Classification of Expenditures for Road 
and Equipment of Electric Railways? 
Answer. Yes. 
C A S E 158. 
Query. This company is desirous of keeping a subaccount "Light-
ing System," under account No. 24, "Miscellaneous Electric Line 
Expenses," said account to contain the cost of maintaining the 
lighting system on both the elevated and the subway lines. It is 
the desire to show the cost of maintenance of the lighting system 
on both divisions in one account, which would not be possible if 
the cost of maintaining the lighting system of the subway were 
charged to account No. 13, "Tunnels," in the Classification of 
Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
Answer. If the company is interested in having the cost of 
maintaining the lighting system included in a single item it may 
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keep the proposed account as an apportionment account to be 
cleared monthly, but it would destroy the uniformity sought if 
the account were to be kept as a regular operating account and 
thus show expenses that in the case of other companies would not 
appear under account No. 13, "Tunnels." 
C A S E 159. 
Query. To what account should be charged payments for rent 
of ground on which to place snow fences? To what account 
should be charged the cost of building snow fences, as well as 
the expense of setting them up and removing them? 
Answer. Rent of ground on which to place snow fences is 
chargeable to operating expense account No. 12, "Removal of 
Snow, Ice, and Sand." 
The first installation of snow fences should be charged to road 
and equipment account No. 16, "Crossings, Fences, Cattle Guards, 
and Signs." After the first installation, the cost of building such 
fences, as well as the expense of setting them up and removing 
them, should be charged to operating expense account No. 12, 
"Removal of Snow, Ice, and Sand." 
C A S E 160. 
Query. To what account should be charged expenses incident 
to the trial of an ejected passenger who shot and killed one of 
our trainmen, and burial expenses of said trainman paid by this 
company? 
Answer. The expenses incident to the trial should be charged 
to account No. 76, " Law Expenses," and the burial expenses, if 
not paid from a relief association fund, should be charged to ac-
count No. 82, "Injuries and Damages." 
C A S E 161. 
Query. To what account should be charged a ditch assessment 
for constructing a new ditch by which this company is partly 
benefited although the road has been in operation for some time? 
Answer. Provision is made for the cost of ditching roadbed and 
ditches for waterways in account No. 4, "Grading," in the Classi-
fication of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric 
Railways. If the ditch to which you refer is along the public 
highway and is not made use of in the operation of the railroad, 
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the amount of the assessment should be charged to account No. 2, 
"Right of Way," in the same classification. 
C A S E 162. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of sewer 
and drain tiles used for repairing right-of-way ditches? 
Answer. To account No. 10, "Miscellaneous Roadway and 
Track Expenses." The cost of labor employed in making repairs, 
however, should be charged to account No. 8, "Roadway and 
Track Labor." 
C A S E 163. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of pieces 
of glass for fronts of headlights on cars? Is this charge the 
same as for globes and carbons, or is the glass considered as a 
repair rather than a supply? 
Answer. Pieces of glass for fronts of headlights on cars should 
be charged, under the Classification of Operating Expenses of 
Electric Railways, to account No. 32, "Passenger and Combination 
Cars"; account No. 33, "Freight, Express, and Mail Cars"; ac-
count No. 34, "Locomotives"; or account No. 35, "Service Cars," 
according to the class of equipment on which the glass is used. 
Globes and carbons used for headlights should be charged to 
account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses." 
C A S E 164. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of trim-
ming trees along tracks to prevent the trees from striking and 
scratching the sides of cars? 
Answer. The cost of labor employed in trimming trees should 
be charged to account No. 8, "Roadway and Track Labor." 
C A S E 165. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of sprink-
ling paved streets (other than pavement near tracks) in front of 
passenger and freight stations? 
Answer. If the sprinkling in front of stations is performed by 
employees around the station, the labor should be charged to 
account No. 64, "Station Employees," and other expenses to ac-
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count No. 65, "Station Expenses." If the service is performed by 
outside parties, the entire expense should be charged to account 
No. 65. 
C A S E 166. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of hat 
checks furnished trainmen? 
Answer. To account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Ex-
penses." 
C A S E 167. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of tube 
cleaners and repair parts for cleaning scale from boiler tubes in 
boilers at power stations? 
Answer. The cost of first installation of tube cleaners should 
be charged to account No. 30, "Power-Plant Equipment," in the 
Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Elec-
tric Railways. Replacements and repairs should be charged to 
account No. 30, "Power-Plant Equipment," in the Classification 
of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 168. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of enve-
lopes and bags used for filing canceled tickets turned in by 
conductors? 
Answer. To account No. 84, "Stationery and Printing." 
C A S E 169. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of fire ex-
tinguishers which are to be installed in passenger and freight 
cars, and in power stations? 
Answer. The cost of first installation should be charged to 
account No. 35, "Cars," account No. 36, "Locomotives," or ac-
count No. 38, "Other Rail Equipment," in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, ac-
cording to the class of equipment in which the fire extinguishers 
are installed. The cost of first installation in power stations 
should be charged to account No. 30, "Power-Plant Equipment," 
in the same classification. It is not intended, however, to re-
quire carriers to charge insignificant items to road and equipment 
accounts. 
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C A S E 170. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of renewing 
fire extinguishers used in passenger and freight cars, and in 
power stations? 
Answer. The cost of renewing fire extinguishers in cars should 
be charged to account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Ex-
penses," and in power plants to account No. 54, "Miscellaneous 
Power-Plant Supplies and Expenses." 
C A S E 171. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of installing 
fire hose? 
Answer. The cost of first installation of fire hose should be 
charged to the same account under Road and Equipment as the 
building in which the hose is installed. It is not intended, how-
ever, to require carriers to charge insignificant items to road and 
equipment accounts. 
C A S E 172. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of renew-
ing or replacing fire hose? 
Answer. To account No. 25, "Buildings and Structures," in the 
Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 173 (amended). 
Query. To what account should be charged the expenses in-
curred on account of a remonstrance against constructing a new 
ditch along right of way? 
Answer. To operating expense account No. 76, "Law Expenses," 
or road and equipment account No. 40, "Law Expenses," as may 
be appropriate. 
C A S E 174. 
Query. To what account should be charged cost of printing milk 
checks for carrying milk? 
Answer. To account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Ex-
penses." 
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C A S E 175. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of books 
purchased for a company's reference library, such as books on 
electric railway practice, engineering, electricity, etc.? 
Answer. To account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Expenses." 
C A S E 176. 
Query. To what account should be charged subscriptions to 
electric railway periodicals? 
Answer. To account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Expenses." 
C A S E 177 (amended). 
Query. To what account should initiation fees and dues paid to 
state and national railway associations be charged? 
Answer. To account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Expenses." 
C A S E 178. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of drayage 
at junction points when such drayage is absorbed by the carriers 
out of the through rate? 
Answer. To account No. 7, "Freight Revenue," in the Classifica-
tion of Operating Revenues of Electric Railways. (See Case 
187.) 
C A S E 179. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of signs on 
cars advertising special events? 
Answer. Portable signs on cars for the purpose of attracting 
traffic may be charged to account No. 46, "Advertising;" if sim-
ply for the guidance of passengers, they should be charged to 
account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses." (See 
Case 77.) 
C A S E 180. 
Query. To what account should be charged an amount paid by 
us to another traction company to cover the cost of repairing one 
of their cars which was damaged by one of ours? 
Answer. Assuming that the damage to which you refer occurred 
at a crossing on account of a collision, the expense should be 
charged to account No. 82, "Injuries and Damages." 
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C A S E 181. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of incan-
descent lamps, wiring, fuse blocks, and fuses for the maintenance 
of switch lights at sidings? 
Answer. The cost of lamps and fuses should be charged to 
account No. 68, "Operation of Signal and Interlocking Systems," 
and the cost of fuse blocks and wiring to account No. 17, "Signal 
and Interlocking Systems." 
C A S E 182. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of labor 
covering maintenance of switch lights at sidings? 
Answer. To account No. 17, "Signal and Interlocking Systems." 
C A S E 183. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of installing 
scales and stoves in company's storerooms? 
Answer. If the scales referred to are built in, their initial cost 
should be charged to account No. 27, "Shops and Carhouses," in 
the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways; if they are portable scales, their initial cost 
should be charged to account No. 32, "Shop Equipment," in the 
same classification. 
The initial cost of installing stoves in company's storerooms 
should be charged to account No. 27, "Shops and Carhouses." 
C A S E 184. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of services 
of an electric clock at a dispatcher's office for use in train service? 
Answer. To account No. 48, "Superintendence of Transporta-
tion." 
C A S E 185. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of a reseat-
ing machine, and repair parts, for grinding and cleaning caps for 
boiler tubes in power stations? 
Answer. The cost of first installation of reseating machines for 
grinding and cleaning caps for boiler tubes in power stations 
should be charged to account No. 30, "Power-Plant Equipment," 
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in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways. Replacements and repairs should be charged 
to account No. 30, "Power-Plant Equipment," in the Classification 
of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 186. 
Query. What accounts should be charged with the rent and 
the cost of maintenance and operation of a steam locomotive and 
other classes of equipment, such as work cars, etc., used in the 
construction of an electric railway? What disposition should be 
made of rental charges for time during which the equipment is 
lying idle on account of inclement weather? 
Answer. The rent of such equipment, whether in use or idle, 
together with the cost of repairs and supplies used in its opera-
tion, should be charged to the accounts in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways that 
are benefited by the service, being apportioned among them on an 
equitable basis. (See Case 130.) 
C A S E 187. 
Query. How should receipts and payments for cartage be 
handled when cartage is included in the rates? 
Answer. When freight rates include cartage, the total amounts 
charged should be credited to account No. 7, "Freight Revenue," 
in the Classification of Operating Revenues of Electric Railways, 
and the amounts paid to a cartage agency for cartage should be 
charged to the same account. (See Case 178.) 
C A S E 188. 
Query. Should freight earnings be charged with amounts paid 
to other companies for the use of their cars? 
Answer. Amounts paid to other companies for the use of their 
cars should be charged to account No. 88, "Rent of Equipment," 
in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways, 
and not to the revenue account benefited by the use of the cars. 
(See Case 19.) 
C A S E 189. 
Query. To what account should be credited the net receipts 
from the operation of a park or amusement resort, after deducting 
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all the expenses? During a portion of the year the expenses 
would probably exceed the receipts, but during the summer sea-
son the receipts might exceed the expenses, and to show a credit 
balance in operating expense account No. 46, "Advertising," 
would not appear desirable. 
Answer. If the park or amusement resort is operated pri-
marily for the purpose of attracting traffic, and not as an invest-
ment, the proper account to credit is account No. 19, "Miscel-
laneous," in the Classification of Operating Revenues of Electric 
Railways. The income from, and the expense of, conducting such 
a park or amusement resort may be carried in a suspense account 
until the close of the season. When this method is followed, the 
estimated net profit or net expense should be equitably appor-
tioned among the months during which the park or amusement 
resort is open to the public, and an adjustment of the suspense 
account made at the close of the season. 
C A S E 190. 
Query. Should account No. 4, "Grading," in the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, 
include the cost of grading tools? To what account should be 
charged the cost of a grading camp, including tents and other 
equipment for boarding and lodging laborers? 
Answer. The cost of tools for grading, as well as the cost of 
tents and other equipment for boarding and lodging laborers en-
gaged in the work, should be charged to account No. 4, "Grad-
ing." This account should be credited with the remaining value 
of tools and other equipment when the work is completed. (See 
Cases 104 and 195.) 
C A S E 191. 
Query. A company is called upon by the various municipalities 
through which it operates to pay for street improvements, either 
by assessments levied by municipal authority or by payments 
to contractors in accordance with city ordinances. Is the initial 
expense of street paving, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, etc., charge-
able to operating expenses or to road and equipment? Are 
payments for improvements of the above nature made in connec-
tion with depots and depot grounds chargeable to account No. 2, 
"Right of Way," or account No. 3, "Other Land used in Elec-
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tric Railway Operations," in the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways? 
Answer. The initial cost of street paving, sidewalks, curbs, 
gutters, etc., is chargeable to construction accounts. Expendi-
tures of this nature in connection with depots and depot grounds 
should be charged to account No. 28, "Stations, Waiting Rooms, 
and Miscellaneous Buildings," in the Classification of Expendi-
tures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, except that 
the cost of all paving about tracks and special work and the cost 
of crosswalks incident to track construction should be charged 
to account No. 10, "Paving," whether in the public way or upon 
ground used in connection with depots or depot grounds. (See 
Cases 60 and 116.) 
C A S E 192. 
Query. To what account should the cost of land acquired for 
station or terminal grounds and for shops and power houses be 
charged? 
Answer. The cost of such land should be charged to account 
No. 3, "Other Land used in Electric Railway Operations." 
C A S E 193. 
Query. To what account should insurance premiums paid on 
construction material or on equipment or structures under con-
struction be charged? 
Answer. Insurance premiums paid on construction material or 
on equipment or structures under construction should be charged 
to specific accounts when they can be allocated to such accounts; 
otherwise to account No. 44, "Miscellaneous" in the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 194. 
Query. Should the cost of meals furnished to trainmen on rush 
days, such as circus day, Fourth of July, etc., be charged to ac-
count No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses," or to ac-
count No. 72, "Other Transportation Expenses," in the Classifi-
cation of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways? 
Answer. Account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses." 
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C A S E 195. 
Query. What account should be charged with the cost of a 
Steam shovel used in the construction of an electric railway? 
Answer. If, as is assumed, the steam shovel is to be used in 
grading, its cost should be charged to account No. 4, "Grading," 
in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment 
of Electric Railways. If the steam shovel is sold after the com-
pletion of the grading, the proceeds from the sale should be 
credited to account No. 4. If, however, it is retained and used, 
account No. 4 should be credited with the inventory value at the 
completion of the grading, and account No. 38, "Other Rail 
Equipment," charged, provided the steam shovel is permanently 
mounted on a car. In case it is not so mounted, account No. 12, 
"Roadway Tools," should be charged. (See Cases 104 and 190.) 
C A S E 196. 
Query. Under a joint arrangement, practically all the scrap 
material of several companies controlled by the same interests is 
sold under contract to a single purchaser. The contract provides 
that the scrap shall be cleaned, packed, if necessary, shipped to 
a designated point, and delivered to the purchaser at prices fixed 
in the contract. Should the cost of cleaning, cutting up, collect-
ing, and packing, and amounts paid for cartage and freight be 
charged to account No. 85, "Store Expenses," in the Classifica-
tion of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways? 
Answer. Account No. 85, "Store Expenses," provides for the 
cost of collection of scrap material, but it is not intended that 
this account should include the cost of cleaning and cutting up 
scrap material, or of packing and shipping it to the point where 
it is sold. Such expenses should be deducted from the amounts 
received from the sale of the scrap material. 
C A S E 197. 
Query. The property of a railway company suffered consider-
able damage by floods. Temporary repairs were made to permit 
the operation of trains over the damaged portion, it being deemed 
advisable to postpone permanent repairs on account of the ap-
proach of winter. During the following year the damaged prop-
erty was restored to a condition equal to that before the flood. 
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Could a reserve be set up through charges to operating expenses 
of the flood year to provide for the repair of the property 
damaged? 
Answer. If the cost of the permanent repairs proposed can be 
approximately determined, there is no objection to charging oper-
ating expenses each month with a proportion of the cost of such 
repairs, with the understanding that such charges will be adjusted 
to the basis of actual expenditures as soon as the work is com-
pleted. The amounts charged to operating expenses for this 
purpose should be carried in a reserve, against which the cost of 
the repairs should be charged as they are made. 
C A S E 198. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of current 
purchased from another company to supply electric-light clusters 
at stopping points along the line, not stations? 
Answer. Account No. 56, "Power Purchased." (See Case 227.) 
C A S E 199. 
Query. A company owns tracks but no cars or power house. To 
operate the road, cars and power are secured from another com-
pany at the rate of 3 cents per car-mile for both cars and power. 
How should amounts thus paid be treated? 
Answer. They should be apportioned between account No. 88, 
"Rent of Equipment," and account No. 56, "Power Purchased." 
C A S E 200. 
Query. The tracks and equipment of a dummy freight line 
owned by a street railroad are leased to a steam road for ex-
clusive use, the steam road maintaining and operating the line. 
Should the street railroad include the yearly rent received under 
revenue account No. 15, "Rents of Tracks and Terminals," or 
under "Miscellaneous Income" in the Income Account? 
Answer. The amount of rent received as described above should 
be included under "Miscellaneous Income." 
C A S E 201. 
Query. An electric railway system is operated in three divi-
sions; the first including the lines in two cities, A and B, sepa-
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rated by a river; the second division including the lines in a 
third city, C; and the third division including an interurban line, 
22 miles in length, connecting B and C. The main supply depot 
is at A. Would it be proper to credit the revenues of the inter-
urban line and charge the expenses of the lines in C with freight 
charges on company material and supplies carried from B to C 
to be used in C? 
Answer. It is not proper for a carrier to include in its operat-
ing revenues freight charges for the transportation of company 
material and supplies for the maintenance and operation of its 
property. 
C A S E 202. 
Query. Should an electric railway company whose line is under 
construction, no part of it having been completed and no cars 
having been run, open any account for operating expenses, or 
should it charge all expenditures to construction? 
Answer. It is not proper to open any account for operating 
expenses before cars are run. All expenditures in connection 
with the construction of a road should be charged to the accounts 
prescribed in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and 
Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 203. 
Query. Several cars of coal were purchased by a road under 
construction, to be held for use for generating purposes in the 
power house after operations are begun. To what account should 
the cost of the coal be charged? 
Answer. The cost of coal purchased for use after the beginning 
of operations should be charged to a fuel account. This account 
should be credited and the appropriate operating expense ac-
counts should be charged as the coal is used. 
C A S E 204. 
Query. A freight agent has on his books an account for freight 
charges on a car of coal. The car was delivered to the con-
signee over two years ago, but the check given in payment of the 
charges was returned by the bank protested. What disposition 
should be made of this account, which can not be collected? 
Answer. The loss may be considered a corporate loss and the 
amount charged to Profit and Loss. 
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C A S E 205. 
Query. To what account should be charged an amount paid to 
a city for permission to open a pavement in order to repair joints, 
relay rails, etc.? The pavement in question is in good condition 
and the amount of the payment covers the estimated cost of re-
placing it. 
Answer. The cost should be charged to account No. 9, "Paving," 
in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 206. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of repairing 
or replacing catch basins used for drainage purposes? 
Answer. The cost of labor required should be charged to ac-
count No. 8, "Roadway and Track Labor," and the cost of ma-
terial to account No. 10, "Miscellaneous Roadway and Track Ex-
penses," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. 
C A S E 207. 
Query. To what account should be charged the wages of pilots 
directing the operation of a company's own cars by crews not fa-
miliar with certain divisions of the line, or directing the opera-
tion of cars of another company by their own crews? 
Answer. Pilots as described above should be considered train-
men and their wages charged to operating expense account No. 
60, "Passenger Conductors, Motormen, and Trainmen," or account 
No. 61, "Freight and Express Conductors, Motormen, and Train-
men," according to the service in which they are engaged. 
C A S E 208. 
Query. To what account should an electric railway company 
credit an amount received from another company for the privilege 
of running cars over a portion of its line, the first company fur-
nishing the power and pilots to direct the movement of the cars, 
which are furnished and operated by the second company? 
Answer. The amount received for such a privilege should be 
credited to revenue account No. 15, "Rents of Tracks and Ter-
minals," with the exception of the portion of the amount applica-
ble to the wages of the pilots, which should be credited to the 
account to which the wages are charged. 
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C A S E 209. 
Query. What account is chargeable with the cost of telephone 
service, including both tolls and rents, in stations for agents' use 
in reaching patrons of the line, and in the offices of the operating 
officers? 
Answer. Account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Expenses." 
(See Cases 96 and 230.) 
C A S E 210. 
Query. A passenger holding a ticket is ejected from an electric 
railway company's car and enters suit against the company for 
damages. To what account should the amount of the damages 
awarded be charged? 
Answer. Damages awarded to a passenger on account of his 
ejectment from a car should be charged to account No. 82, " In-
juries and Damages," in the Classification of Operating Expenses 
of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 211. 
Query. Account No. 34 in the Classification of Expenditures for 
Road and Equipment of Electric Railways provides for the cost 
of road purchased. To what account or accounts should be 
charged expenditures in connection with the reconstruction of a 
road purchased, involving a general overhauling of track and 
electric line construction, stations, platforms, etc., to bring the 
physical condition of the road to a proper standard of efficiency 
and safety? 
Answer. The net cost of expenditures in connection with the 
reconstruction of a road purchased should be distributed among 
the various accounts in the Classification of Expenditures for 
Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. It is not intended 
that such expenditures should be charged to account No. 34, 
"Cost of Road Purchased." 
C A S E 212. 
Query. An electric railway company owns five automobiles, one 
used by the president, one by the general superintendent, one by 
the superintendent of maintenance of way, and the other two by 
linemen. What accounts should be charged with the garage ex-
penses, including the salaries of men in charge; with the cost of 
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gasoline, oil, and waste used in the machines; and with the cost 
of material used in making repairs? 
Answer. The garage expenses, including the salaries of the 
men in charge, and the cost of gasoline, oil, and waste used in the 
machines, should be charged to account No. 86, "Stable Expenses," 
in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
The cost of repairs should be charged to account No. 40, "Horses 
and Vehicles." 
C A S E 213. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of con-
crete put in as foundation for tracks in building a pit in a car-
house or in a yard? 
Answer. Assuming that the pit is built to facilitate the housing 
and maintenance of equipment, the cost of the foundation put in 
for tracks in building a pit in a carhouse should be considered a 
part of the cost of the carhouse, and so charged to account No. 
27, "Shops and Carhouses," in the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
A pit in a yard is presumably built to facilitate the examination 
and repair of equipment and should be considered a miscellaneous 
structure, the cost of which is chargeable to account No. 28, 
"Stations, Waiting Rooms, and Miscellaneous Buildings." 
A pit constructed to facilitate the change between the under-
ground and the overhead electric contact system should be con-
sidered a part of the track construction. 
C A S E 214. 
Query. An electric railway company expects to engage in the 
lighting and power business. Is it permissible to charge the vari-
ous accounts in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and 
Equipment of Electric Railways with the cost of installation of 
additional units in the power house, and of pole lines and feeder 
lines? If this is not permissible, will it be satisfactory to have 
one balance sheet to cover both the railway business and the 
lighting and power business? 
Answer. It is permissible to include the cost of additional units 
in the power house and of pole lines and feeder lines in the 
accounts provided in the classification. 
C A S E 215. 
Query. What rates of depreciation should be applied to the 
different portions of an electric railway's plant? Should the prin-
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ciple of depreciation be applied in the case of each of the 44 
classes of construction covered by the accounts prescribed in the 
Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Elec-
tric Railways? 
Answer. Provision is made in the Classification of Operating 
Expenses of Electric Railways for two depreciaton accounts, viz.: 
account No. 26, "Depreciation of Way and Structures," and ac-
count No. 42, "Depreciation of Equipment;" but the Interstate 
Commerce Commission does not require any electric railway com-
pany to keep these accounts unless they are prescribed by the 
Railway Commission of the State in which such company operates 
the major portion of its mileage. 
The question of the rates of depreciation is one which each 
carrier must determine for itself, and the Interstate Commerce 
Commission has issued no order fixing such rates. (See Case 52.) 
C A S E 216. 
Query. What account should be credited with discounts allowed 
by manufacturers for payment, within specified times, of bills for 
material purchased? 
Answer. Discounts allowed for the prompt payment of bills for 
material purchased should be credited to the accounts charged 
by the original invoices. 
C A S E 217. 
Query. What revenue account should be credited with receipts 
for the transportation of newspapers on passenger cars? News-
paper stamps are sold at fixed rates per 100 pounds and affixed to 
the packages to indicate their weight and the fact that prepay-
ment has been made. 
Answer. Account No. 5, "Express Revenue," in the Classifica-
tion of Operating Revenues of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 218. 
Query. What accounts should be charged with the cost of main-
tenance of a bonding car and its electric equipment? 
Answer. A bonding car should be considered a car rather than 
a tool, and the cost of its maintenance should be charged to 
account No. 35, "Service Cars," and the cost of maintenance of 
its electric equipment to account No. 36, "Electric Equipment of 
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Cars," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. It is understood that "electric equipment" as here 
used includes only the electric motive equipment and wiring. 
C A S E 239. 
Query. What disposition should be made in a lessee company's 
accounts of expenditures for betterments of the road and equip-
ment of lessor companies made in accordance with the terms of 
the leases, there being no provision for reimbursement of the 
lessee for expenditures so made? 
Answer. Expenditures for additions and betterments of the 
property of leased companies should not be included in the lessee's 
road and equipment accounts, but should be carried on its books 
as "Additions and Betterments of Leased Lines," being subdi-
vided into the 44 accounts prescribed in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. If 
there is no provision for reimbursement on account of such ex-
penditures, they should be amortized during the term of the lease 
through charges to "Rents of Leased Lines." 
C A S E 220. 
Query. What account should be charged with the cost of elec-
tric motors installed by an electric railway on the premises of 
customers to whom current for lighting and power is furnished? 
Answer. I f the company conducts a general lighting and power 
business as well as railway business, the cost of motors installed 
on customers' premises should not be included in its road and 
equipment accounts as prescribed in the Classification of Ex-
penditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, but 
should be carried in a separate account such as "Investment in 
Outside Operations." 
If, however, the lighting and power business is merely incident 
to the railway business, the cost of such motors should be 
charged to account No, 22, "Distribution System." 
C A S E 221. 
Query. What account should be charged when conductors are 
given relief from charges for shortages shown by register read-
ings and credited to "Passenger Revenue"? The relief is 
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granted as the result of investigation or at the request of the 
superintendent on account of operating conditions. 
Answer. "Passenger Revenue" should be charged, as the 
amounts in question were previously credited to it. 
C A S E 222. 
Query. What account should be charged with the amount as-
sessed against a street railway for paving and a sewer? The 
work is done for the city by contract, so that the actual cost can 
not be determined for either the paving or the sewer. 
Answer. The amount of the assessment should be apportioned 
as equitably as may be between account No. 10, "Paving," and 
account No. 2, "Right of Way," in the Classification of Expendi-
tures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. (See Cases 
2 and 117.) 
C A S E 223. 
Query. What accounts should be charged with wages paid to 
trainmen for time during which they are required to be on duty 
and hold themselves in readiness for active service? 
Answer. Wages paid to trainmen for time spent on duty, 
whether in actual platform work or in readiness for it if called 
upon, should be charged to account No. 60, "Passenger Conduc-
tors, Motormen, and Trainmen," or account No. 61, "Freight and 
Express Conductors, Motormen, and Trainmen," in the Classifi-
cation of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways, according to 
the nature of the service. 
C A S E 224. 
Query. As a condition to permission to place double tracks in 
certain subways constructed in the elevation of the tracks of 
steam roads, an electric railway was required to change the 
grade on a street in another part of the city. Should the cost of 
the work on the city street, such as the changing of the grade, 
curbing, etc., be charged to account No. 2, "Right of Way," in 
the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways? 
Answer. Yes. 
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C A S E 225. 
Query. To what account should a street railway company 
charge payments to a city for the privilege of operating cars and 
stringing wires over a bridge crossing a river? 
Answer. " Taxes " under "Deductions from Income." (See 
Case 37.) 
C A S E 226. 
Query. To what account should be charged fees of witnesses 
and others appearing for a motorman and conductor at a cor-
oner's inquest, occasioned by an accident? 
Answer. Account No. 82, "Injuries and Damages," in the 
Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 227. 
Query. Should account No. 56, "Power Purchased," in the 
Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways include 
the cost of all power purchased for use in connection with the 
operation of a line, or of only the amount actually used for the 
propulsion of cars? A considerable portion of the power purchased 
is used in lighting cars and car barns, and in operating track 
cranes, etc. 
Answer. The entire cost of power purchased should be charged 
to the account named. (See Case 198.) 
C A S E 228. 
Query. What account should be charged with the cost, which 
is not large, of loading and unloading cinders used in leveling 
ground around a power plant and car barns? 
Answer. Account No. 25, "Buildings and Structures," in the 
Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 229. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of switch 
rods or hooks carried on cars for use in throwing tongue 
switches? 
Answer. Account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Ex-
penses," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. 
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C A S E 230. 
Query. What account should be charged with the cost of dry 
batteries required for telephone instruments? 
Answer. If the telephones are used primarily in the operation 
of cars, the cost of dry batteries required should be charged to 
account No. 69, "Operation of Telephone and Telegraph Sys-
tems." The cost of dry batteries for other telephones should be 
charged to account No. 79, "Miscellaneous General Expenses." 
(See Cases 96 and 209.) 
C A S E 231. 
Query. To what account should the cost of rubber bands used 
by conductors in sorting and bunching tickets lifted be charged? 
Answer. Account No. 84, "Stationery and Printing." 
C A S E 232. 
Query. To what account should the printing of cash fare re-
ceipts used by conductors be charged? 
Answer. Account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Ex-
penses." 
C A S E 233. 
Query. To what account should the cost of sleet cutters and 
sleet-cutter wheels be charged? 
Answer. On the assumption that sleet cutters and sleet-cutter 
wheels are used as substitutes for trolley wheels or as parts of 
the electric equipment, their cost should be charged to account 
No. 37, "Electric Equipment of Cars," in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. It 
is not the intention, however, to require carriers to capitalize in-
significant amounts. 
The cost of labor of installing and removing the attachments 
should be charged to account No. 36, "Electric Equipment of 
Cars," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. 
C A S E 234. 
Query. What account should be charged with the wages of 
trainmen operating cars (usually at night) solely for the purpose 
of keeping sleet cleaned from trolley wires? 
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Answer. Account No. 12, "Removal of Snow, Ice, and Sand," 
in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 235. 
Query. To what account in the Classification of Operating Rev-
enues of Electric Railways should receipts for the transportation 
of corpses be credited? 
Answer. Account No. 1, "Passenger Revenue." 
C A S E 236. 
Query. An electric railway company does repair work for a 
steam road, rendering a bill for the actual labor and material 
used and for the service of a motor work car at a certain rate 
per car-mile. To what account should the amount charged for 
the service of the work car be credited? 
Answer. Revenue account No. 9, "Miscellaneous Transporta-
tion Revenue." 
C A S E 237. 
Query. A traction company engaged in construction was sued by 
a gas company for damages to the latter's pipe line along and 
across the former's right of way. To what account should the 
traction company charge the amount of damages awarded and the 
costs? 
Answer. Account No. 2, "Right of Way," in the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 238. 
Query. To what account should the cost of velocipedes and of 
hand and push cars for use on an electric railway be charged? 
Answer. The cost of first installation should be charged to 
account No. 12, "Roadway Tools," in the Classification of Ex-
penditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. The 
cost of repairs and renewals should be charged to operating 
expense account No. 10, "Miscellaneous Roadway and Track 
Expenses." 
C A S E 239. 
Query. To what account should the cost of unloading carload 
freight at stations or sidings be charged? This is ordinarily 
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done by the consignee, but in order to secure the prompt release 
of cars for further service, an electric railway company some-
times does it at its own expense. 
Answer. The cost of such work should be charged to operating 
expense account No. 64, "Station Employees." 
C A S E 240. 
Query. In cases where repairs are necessitated by the failure 
of concrete base for ballast, should the cost of tearing up and 
replacing paving be charged to "Bal last" or to "Paving"? 
Answer. The cost of tearing up and replacing paving in con-
nection with such repairs should be charged to account No. 9, 
"Paving," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. 
C A S E 241. 
Query. An electric railway company has rented space for its 
transmission line in another company's subway. To what account 
should the rent paid be charged? 
Answer. Account No. 24, "Miscellaneous Electric Line Ex-
penses," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. 
C A S E 242. 
Query. What account should be charged with the cost of a 
stationary crushing plant located in a stone quarry and used by 
an electric railway in the production of ballast for maintenance? 
Answer. Account No. 12, "Roadway Tools," in the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 243. 
Query. What account should be charged with the cost of legal 
services required in the defense of suits against an electric rail-
way for abutting damages? 
Answer. The cost of the legal services should be charged to the 
account to which the damages awarded would be charged; that is, 
account No. 2, "Right of Way," in the Classification of Expendi-
tures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. If no dam-
ages should be awarded, the cost of the legal services required 
should be charged to the same account. 
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C A S E 244. 
Query. What account should be charged with the cost of gage 
glasses and gage glass preservers? 
Answer. The cost of first installation should be charged to 
account No. 30, "Power-Plant Equipment," in the Classification 
of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways; 
and the cost of repairs and replacements to account No. 30, 
"Power-Plant Equipment," in the Classification of Operating 
Expenses. 
C A S E 245. 
Query. What account should be credited with the revenue from 
the transportation of dogs? 
Answer. I f the dogs are carried in baggage or express cars or 
compartments, the revenue should be credited to account No. 2, 
"Baggage Revenue." If they are carried in passenger cars or 
passenger sections of cars, as on an urban road, the revenue 
should be credited to account No. 9, "Miscellaneous Transporta-
tion Revenue." 
C A S E 246. 
Query. To what account should be charged the expenses of a 
general manager, whose duties include those of passenger and 
freight agent, attending traffic associations? 
Answer. Account No. 73, "Salaries and Expenses of General 
Officers," in the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric 
Railways. 
C A S E 247. 
Query. What account should be charged for labor unloading 
coal at carhouses for use in car stoves? 
Answer. The cost of unloading should be added to the cost OF 
the fuel. If, however, the work of unloading is done by regular 
carhouse operating employees it is not necessary to charge a 
portion OF their wages to the cost of the fuel. 
C A S E 248. 
Query. To what account should be charged the cost of labor 
unloading coal at a power plant? 
Answer. The cost of unloading should be added to the cost OF 
the fuel. If, however, the work of unloading is done by regular 
power-plant operating employees it is not necessary to charge a 
portion of their wages to the cost of the fuel. (See Cases 79 
and 149.) 
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C A S E 249. 
Query. A company operating its line with gasoline motor cars 
has adopted the classifications prescribed for electric railways. 
What account should be charged with the cost of repairs to engine, 
transmission, or ignition parts? What account should be charged 
with the cost of batteries, spark plugs, connecting wire and ter-
minals, electrolyte for storage batteries, etc.? 
Answer. The cost of repairs to the motor features of gasoline 
motor cars should be charged to account No. 34, "Locomotives" 
(preferably in a subaccount, if approved by the Commission), in 
the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways, 
and the cost of repairs to the car features of such motor cars 
should be charged to account No. 32, "Passenger and Combina-
tion Cars"; account No. 33, "Freight, Express, and Mail Cars" ; 
or account No. 35, "Service Cars," as the case may require. 
The cost of repairs or renewals of batteries, spark plugs, connect-
ing wire and terminals, electrolyte for storage batteries, and other 
appliances for the motive power of such cars should be charged to 
account No. 34, "Locomotives" (preferably in a subaccount, if 
approved by the Commission). (See Case 6.) 
C A S E 250. 
Query. A practically new car, carried under Equipment in 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment, was destroyed in a wreck, 
the salvage amounting to a few hundred dollars. What disposi-
tion should be made of the loss and the salvage? 
Answer. The accounts under Expenditures for Road and Equip-
ment, to which the cost of the car was originally charged, should 
be credited with the cost of the equipment destroyed, and this 
cost, less salvage, should be charged to the appropriate operating 
expense accounts. 
C A S E 251. 
Query. A city proposes to repave its streets with improved 
materials, and the street railway company is required by the 
terms of its franchise to repave its strip at the same time and 
with the same kind of material. Would it be proper to charge 
the cost of the new paving to account No. 10, "Paving," in the 
Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Elec-
tric Railways? 
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Answer. The excess cost of the new paving over the cost of the 
original paving should be charged to road and equipment ac-
count No. 10, "Paving," and the remainder to operating expense 
account No. 9, "Paving." 
C A S E 252. 
Query. A street railway line was constructed in unpaved streets, 
and after the line had been in operation for a number of years, 
the city decided to pave. To what account should the railway's 
share of the cost of paving be charged? 
Answer. Account No. 10, "Paving," in the Classification of Ex-
penditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. (See 
Case 138.) 
C A S E 253. 
Query. An electric railway increased its capital stock by 
$500,000. Of this increase $250,000 was authorized and issued 
for a specified purpose—a 25 per cent stock dividend—but the 
remaining $250,000 was not authorized for any specific purpose 
and was not issued. Should the entry in the general ledger be 
made to cover more than the $250,000 authorized and issued? 
Answer. No. Capital stock should be considered as issued only 
when the certificates are signed and sealed and placed with the 
proper officer for sale or delivery. 
C A S E 254. 
Query. Should any charge be made to account No. 48, "Super-
intendence of Transportation," for the services of agents and 
substation men used to some extent in dispatching trains and in 
delivering dispatchers' orders to train crews? 
Answer. No charge should be made to the superintendence 
account for such incidental services. (See Cases 79 and 149.) 
C A S E 255. 
Query. An electric railway company proposes to furnish elec-
tric current for lighting some small towns along its line, also to 
furnish power for the operation of several manufacturing plants. 
How should the revenues and expenses be handled? 
Answer. If a general light and power business is to be under-
taken in connection with the railway business, the several 
"Other Operations—Cr." accounts in the Classification of Oper-
ating Expenses of Electric Railways should be used to exclude 
from the total of each general account the portion of expenses 
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that is not applicable to the railway business. The revenues 
from the light and power business should be kept in an account 
separate from that of the railway business and the net result 
should be carried directly to the Income Account. (See Case 11 
and account No. 18 in the Classification of Operating Revenues of 
Electric Railways.) 
C A S E 256. 
Query. What accounts should be charged with the cost of ap-
plying a new form of coupler to motor cars to be used in con-
nection with trailers? 
Answer. Such cost should ordinarily be charged to operating 
expense account No. 32, "Passenger and Combination Cars;" ac-
count No. 33, "Freight, Express, and Mail Cars;" or account No. 
35, "Service Cars," according to the class of equipment to which 
the couplers are applied. 
If the couplers applied are heavier or of an improved type, and 
the cost is considerable, the excess cost of the new couplers over 
the cost of those removed should be charged to the proper account 
in the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways. 
C A S E 257. 
Query. What account should be charged with the cost of addi-
tions to a small plant operated by a railway company to furnish 
power for lighting in one of the towns on its line? 
Answer. The cost of additions to the machinery and equipment 
of the plant should be charged to account No. 30, "Power-Plant 
Equipment," and of additions to the building to account No. 24, 
"Power-Plant Buildings," in the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 258. 
Query. What account should be charged with the cost of cut-
ting trees and removing stumps from the right of way of an 
electric railway? 
Answer. Account No. 4, "Grading," in the Classification of 
Expenditures for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 259. 
Query. Ties are frequently purchased some time in advance of 
their actual use in track work. Should their cost be charged to 
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operating expenses in the month in which payment is made or IN 
the month in which they are put in the track? 
Answer. The cost of ties should be charged to a material ac-
count at the time of purchase. This account should be credited 
and operating expense account No. 3, "Ties," charged from 
month to month with the value of the ties put in the track. In 
order that the cost of renewing ties may be distributed to the 
12 months of the year, there would be no objection to charging 
the operating expense account, "Ties," each month with its pro-
portion of the total amount authorized or approximated for 
renewals during the fiscal year, regardless of the month in which 
the actual renewals are made, but the account should be adjusted 
at the end of the year to the actual expenditures during the year. 
C A S E 260. 
Query. To what account should the cost of temporary grain 
doors placed in cars used for shipping grain be charged? 
Answer. Account No. 63, "Miscellaneous Car-Service Expenses," 
IN the Classification of Operating Expenses of Electric Railways. 
C A S E 261. 
Query. Would it be permissible to create a new account, No. 45, 
"Stationery and Printing," in the Classification of Expenditures 
for Road and Equipment of Electric Railways, to include such 
items as the cost of stationery and printing incident to the raising 
of a public subscription to the stock of a proposed road? 
Answer. The cost of such items should be charged to account 
No. 44, "Miscellaneous." It would not be proper to establish AN 
additional account, though a subaccount, "Stationery and Print-
ing," might be established under account No. 44, in accordance 
with the provisions of the last paragraph of the Order of the 
Commission on page 6 of the Classification. 
C A S E 262. 
Query. In the construction of a street railway it is necessary to 
team rails from a yard to the street in which they are to be laid. 
To what account should the cost of such teaming and the cost of 
unloading the rails in the street be charged? 
Answer. Account No. 11, "Track Laying and Surfacing," IN 
the Classification of Expenditures for Road and Equipment of 
Electric Railways. 
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Batteries for locomotive parts of gasoline motor cars 249 
for telephones 230 
Bells and wiring for cars 9,56 
Betterments. (See Additions and betterments.) 
Bills of lading, printing of 14 
Blacksmiths and helpers at track shop, wages of 92 
Boiler tubes and caps at power stations, apparatus for cleaning... 167,185 
Bonding, cost of drilling rails for, when merged in cost of rail 141 
Bonding car, maintenance of 218 
Bonds, fidelity, of employees, premiums paid by company on 106 
guaranty, to municipalities under franchise requirement 75 
interest on, expenses incident to payment of 106 
issue of, expenses incident to 15,125 
validity of, examination of matters affecting 118 
Books for reference library 175 
Brackets for supporting trolley wires 65,136 
Bridge tenders' wages payable under lease or franchise 98 
Bridges, catenary, for support of overhead lines 65 
parts of, accounts proper for 155 
public, payments for use of 37,98,225 
tools used in repairs and renewals of 73 
work on, rent and operation of equipment used in 130 
Brushes, carbon, for cars 56 
Buildings, construction of, salary of engineer supervising 24 
maintenance and operation of, when owned or under long-term lease.. 55,61 
miscellaneous items standing in relation to 76,97,171,172,228 
rents derived from rented parts of 55 
repairs of, when rented from month to month 61 
subaccounts for items relating to 5,146 
tools used in repairs and renewals of 73 
Burial expenses of trainman killed by passenger 160 
Bushings for cars 56 
C. 
Cabins for apparatus at crossing gates 156 
Cables. (See Wires.) 
85 
Case. 
Camp, grading, cost of 190 
Canals feeding hydraulic generating plants 76 
Capital stock, authorized but unissued, in relation to ledger entries 253 
public subscription to, expense incident to raising 261 
Car, appurtenances connected with operation of. 12,77,163,170,179,229,260 
attachment parts of 7,9,56,67,77,145,163,169,256 
bonding, maintenance of 218 
damage of, reparation to another company for 180 
definition of, as distinguished from electric equipment. 9,56 
definition of, as distinguished from locomotive 66 
destruction of, by wreck, loss and salvage from 250 
electric motive equipment of 9,56,67,218,233 
foreign, per diem and maintenance on 19 
gasoline motor, expenses of 6,249 
patterns for castings of parts of 99 
rent of, belonging to another company 186,188,199 
sprinkling, expenses of and revenue from 45 
steam motor, maintenance and operation of 6 
work, charges against operating departments for use of 84 
work, equipped with machinery, maintenance of 20 
work, maintenance of, when used in construction 186 
work, revenue derived from service of 33,84,236 
(See also Equipment.) 
Car barn. (See Carhouse.) 
hours, passenger, definition of 58 
starters, uniforms and badges for 106 
Car-service employees, wage items standing in relation to 84,98,113 
expenses, miscellaneous items standing in relation to 12, 
14,17,56,77,93,106,133,163,166,170,174,179,194,229,232,260 
Carbon brushes for cars 56 
Carbons for headlights 56,163 
Carhouse, air tanks in, maintenance and operation of 17 
clerks employed at, wages of 21 
employees at, labor of, for removal of car ashes 93 
general office occupying portion of 143 
labor used at, for handling cinders used in leveling ground 228 
labor used at, for unloading coal used in car stoves 247 
power used in 33 
rent paid for land used as location for 13 
track foundation at pit in 213 
Cartage of freight when included in through rates 178,187 
of rails from yard to point where used in construction 262 
of scrap material delivered to purchaser 196 
(See also Hauling.) 
Cash fare receipts, printing of 232 
Cashiers in express offices, wages of 4 
Catch basins, construction of, under franchise requirement 60 
repairing or replacing of 206 
Cattle passes in the nature of undergrade crossings 122 
Certificates of bonds issued for construction or betterments, printing of 15 
Certification of bonds issued for construction, payment to trustees for 125 
86 
CASE. 
Cinders used in leveling grounds, handling of 228 
Circuit-breaker attendant acting as station agent, salary of 148 
City. (See Municipalities.) 
Claims, loss and damage, reserve fund to meet settlements of 109 
Classifications issued for carriers, use of 1,3,8,26,27,34,57 
Cleaning boiler tubes and caps at power stations, apparatus for. 167,185 
conduit under track 28 
scrap material sold under contract 196 
track, items standing in relation to 28,40,45 
trolley wires from sleet 234 
Clearance, moving of poles of another company to secure 110 
Clearing accounts, permissible use of 10,130,158 
Clerks employed in compiling data and making reports, salaries of 111 
in carhouses, wages of 21 
in express offices, wages of 4 
in general office handling department accounts, salaries of 94 
in general office, salaries of, apportionable to coordinate department 42 
Clock, electric, at dispatcher's office, cost of service of 184 
Coal for car stoves, unloading of, at carhouses 247 
for power house use after beginning operation 203 
for track shop - 92 
unloading of, at power plant 248 
(See also Fuel.) 
Coal pocket, cost of 144 
Coal trestle used to reach coal pocket 140 
Collision, reparation to another company for car damaged by 180 
Commissions for sale of tickets at stores along line 22 
to trustees for paying out bond interest 106 
Company material, charges against division accounts for carrying 201 
Compressed-air apparatus for charging car tanks 17,133,134 
Concrete base for ballast, paving expense caused by failure of 240 
mixer, maintenance of car and machinery used as .. . 20 
track foundation at pit in carhouse or yard 213 
Conductors, orders for, printing of 80 
remittances from, loss by theft of 142 
shortages of, relief granted for 221 
supplies for 23,231,232 
uniforms donated to 106 
wages of, when in construction service 84 
wages of, when injured while on duty 74,150,151 
(See also Trainmen.) 
Conduits from compressor station, construction and maintenance of 134 
under track, cleaning of.. 28 
(See also Pipe.) 
Construction, accounting system for road under 202 
accounts for, clearing of 130 
bond issue for, expenses incident to 15,125 
cartage of rails used in 262 
coal purchased during, for use later in operation 203 
damages and costs growing out of acts during 237 
employees incidentally serving in, wages of 84 
87 
Case. 
Construction, engineer in charge of, salary and expenses of 24 
equipment of an operating road assigned to service in, expense of.. 84 
equipment rented for service in, maintenance and operation of 186 
equipment used in, rent of, accruing during idle periods 186 
guaranty bonds carried in connection with, premiums for 75 
hauling of track material from storeroom to point of 154 
insurance carried in connection with, premiums on 193 
interest on loans secured for 53 
material issued from store for, expenses connected with 10 
power furnished for 33,84 
purchasing department expense apportionable to 34 
revenue derived from use of cars in 33,84 
shop service apportionable to 31 
sprinkling expense incident to 40 
storage land rent apportionable to 51 
street improvement incident to 2,116,152,191,224 
tools used in, cost and disposal of 104,195 
underground, expense connected with 153 
wagons incidentally used in, apportionable expenses of 30 
(See also Additions and betterments, Reconstruction.) 
Contacts for connection with electric track switch, repair of 47 
Contractor, charges against, for use of equipment 84 
payments to, for street improvement work 191 
Contributions. (See Donations.) 
Coordinate departments, additions made for benefit of 214,257 
expenses of 11,36,41,42,59,255 
revenues of 71,255 
Coroner's inquest, fees of witnesses and others at 226 
Corpses, receipts for transportation of 235 
Couplers for motor cars, installation of 256 
Coupons from mileage books remaining unpresented 108 
Crossings, cabins or towers for gate apparatus at 156 
highway, crosswalks at 46 
steam road, planks used in 89 
steam road, wages of levermen of derailers at 91 
street, city assessment for 117 
street, installation of, when new streets are opened 117 
undergrade, cattle passes in nature of 122 
Crossovers made to order 25 
Crosswalks adjusted in widening street under franchise requirement 60 
at new or improved highway crossings 46 
incident to paving 46 
incident to track construction 191 
Crucibles U3ed in connection with welding machine 73 
Crushed stone filling for track 82 
Crushing plant. (See Stone crusher.) 
Culverts, iron-pipe, for drainage purposes 123 
Curbs, initial cost of, installed under municipal requirement 191 
moving of, under franchise or other requirement. 60,116,224 
Current, electric. (See Power.) 
Curves, guard rails at 100 
rails for, as related to special work 25 
88 
Case. 
Custom labor, costs and profit connected with 38 
department expense covered in charges for 31,38 
D. 
Dam for water supply of hydraulic generating plant 76 
of power station condensers 126 
Damage, claims of loss and, reserve fund to meet settlements of 109 
from floods, creation of reserve fund to meet deferred repairs of 197 
to car of another company, reparation for 180 
Damages, award of, for abutting damages 243 
for damage done during construction 237 
for ejectment of passenger 210 
Deductions from income, items standing in relation to 32,95,120,225 
Delays in schedules, time lost by cars through 58 
Department expense covered in charges for custom labor 31,38 
Deposits, bank, interest earned on 135 
Depot. (See Stations.) 
Depreciation, accounts for, use of 52,215 
distribution of, by charges against departments 84 
rates of 215 
Derailers at steam road crossings, wages of levermen at 91 
Directors, fees paid to 128 
Discount for prompt payment of bills for material 216 
in connection with operations 29 
Dispatcher's office, services of electric clock at 184 
Dispatching cars, services for another carrier in connection with 54 
trains, incidental services of employees in 184,254 
Distribution system, items standing in relation to 65,220 
subaccounts relating to 5 
tools used in maintenance of 73 
Ditch, construction of, expense caused by remonstrance against 173 
highway, assessment for 161 
right-of-way, repair of 162 
roadbed or waterway, cost of 161 
Dogs, revenue derived from transportation of 245 
Donations of entertainments to employees 106 
of uniforms to long-service employees 106 
to employees while under disabilities 16 
to funds for entertaining conventions 72 
to relief department or association 16 
Drain tiles for repair of right-of-way ditches 162 
Drainage. (See Catch basins, Culverts, Ditch, Inlets, Sewer, Water.) 
Drilling of rails for bonding, cost of, when merged in rail cost 141 
Dues to railway associations 177 
Dump, removal of car ashes to 93 
E. 
Ejectment of passenger, damages award for 210 
Electric current. (See Power.) 
equipment of cars, definition of 9,56,218 
equipment of cars, items standing in relation to 19,20,56,67,218,233 
equipment of locomotives, items standing in relation to 56 
89 
Case. 
Electric-line expenses, items standing in relation to 32,49,73,101,158,241 
Electrolyte for gasoline-motor motive equipment 249 
Elevated lines, apportionment of lighting expense between subway and 158 
railway, structural parts of 155 
Employees, badges and uniforms for 106 
donations to, while unable to work 16 
fidelity bonds of, premium paid on 106 
free entertainments given for 106 
meals furnished for 190,194 
relief extended to, for shortages 221 
wages and salaries of. (See Commissions, Labor, Salary, Wages.) 
Engineering corporation, fees paid to, for supervision and management 119 
Engineers engaged in compiling data for reports, salaries of 111 
in charge of construction, salaries and expenses of 24 
of power plant, wages of, apportionable to repair accounts 79 
Entertainments to employees 106 
Envelopes for filing canceled tickets 168 
Equipment, contractor's use of, charges for 84 
insurance on, while under construction 193 
leased line, additions and betterments of 219 
rail, items standing in relation to 145,169,195 
rent and maintenance of, when used in construction 186 
rent and operation of, when used in bridge and track work 130 
rent of, items standing in relation to 19,64,188,199 
rent received from lease of track and, to steam road 200 
(See also Car, Locomotives.) 
Excess cost of couplers replacing others removed 256 
of repaving street with improved material 251 
Expense bills, printing of 18 
Express business, printing and stationery for 18 
matter, apportionment of wages of general office employee handling 149 
offices, wages of clerks and cashiers in 4 
service, revenue derived from 131,217 
Extinguishers, fire, installation and renewing of 169,170 
Fare receipts used by conductors, printing of 232 
registers, rents paid for 12 
Fares, division of, with another carrier under agreement 65 
Feeder lines installed for lighting and power business 214 
Fees for filing annual reports with State 106 
to directors 128 
to engineering corporation for supervision and management 119 
to railway association 177 
to trustees and registrars in connection with interest payment 106 
to witnesses and others at coroner's inquest connected with accident 226 
Fences. (See Snow fences.) 
Ferry expenses, carrier's accounts covering 103 
slips and fuel-oil tanks, maintenance of 102 
Fidelity bonds, employees' payments of premiums on 106 
Filing bags and envelopes for canceled tickets 168 
90 
CASE. 
Filling of dirt road to head of rail 139 
of land 114 
of track to top of rail with crushed stone 82 
(See also Leveling.) 
Fire extinguishers, installation and renewing of 169,170 
hose, installation and renewing of 171,172 
Flood water, damages to road by, creation of reserve fund to repair 197 
removal of, from tracks . . 87 
Foot walks of elevated railway 155 
Franchise requirements, assessment under, on basis of gross earnings 120 
electric lights installed under 97 
guaranty bonds furnished municipality under 75 
maintenance and operation of bridge under 98 
payments made under, based on gross receipts 95 
repaving done under 251 
widening street under 60,116 
Freight cartage included in rates 178,187 
charges found uncollectible 204 
charges on company material 201 
charges on scrap material delivered to purchaser 196 
unloading at company expense to release cars 239 
Fuel coal. (See Coal.) 
used with steam and gasoline equipment 6 
oil tanks on wharf, maintenance of 102 
Funds. (See Reserve fund.) 
Fuse blocks and fuses for maintenance of switch lights 181 
G. 
Gage glasses and preservers 244 
Garage expenses 212 
Gasoline for automobiles 212 
Gasoline motor cars, operation of 6 
repairs and renewals of. - 6,249 
Gate apparatus at crossings, cabins or towers for 156 
General expenses, apportionment of, to lighting department 42 
miscellaneous items standing in relation to 16, 
75,96,106,128,142,175,176,177,209,230 
General office clerks, salaries and expenses of, items related to 111 
clerks on department accounts, salaries and expenses of 94 
cost when occupying part of carhouse 143 
employee with miscellaneous duties, wages of 149 
repairs when occupying rented offices 63 
General officers, automobiles used by - 212 
salaries and expenses of, items related to 119,246 
Generating plant, hydraulic, water-supply system for 76 
Glass for front of headlights 163 
Globes for headlights 163 
Government bridge, payment for operating rights over 37 
reservation, payment for right to operate across 112 
Grade of street, assessment by city for 117 
change in, at expense of carrier . 2 2 4 
91 
Case. 
Grading, items standing in relation to 50,161,258 
tools used in 190,195 
Grading camp, equipment of 190 
Grain doors in cars, temporary 260 
Gross earnings or receipts,payments to city based upon 95,120 
Grubbing tools for removal of weeds 86 
Guaranty bonds furnished under franchise requirement, premiums for 75 
Guard rails at plain curves or in connection with special work 100 
of timber work on elevated railways 155 
Gutters, installation of, in connection with street improvement 191 
H. 
Hand cars, installation of, and repairs and renewals 238 
Harps for cars 56 
Hat checks furnished trainmen - 166 
Hauling track material from storeroom to point of construction 154 
Headlights for cars 67 
parts and supplies for 56,163 
Heaters, electric, for cars 7,9,56 
Highway, operation rights on, payment for 32,112 
sprinkling of, revenue derived from 45 
(See also Road, Street.) 
Hose, fire, installation of, and renewing or replacing 171,172 
Houses. (See Cabins, Carhouse, Terminal house.) 
Hydrants, adjustment of, in widening street under franchise requirement 60 
Hydraulic generating plant, water supply system for 76 
I. 
Idle time. (See Time.) 
Improvements. (See Additions and betterments.) 
Incandescent lamps for maintenance of switch lights 181 
Income account, items standing in relation to 29,42,71,95,120,129,135,200,255 
Injuries, expenses connected with, use of undistributed account for 35 
items standing in relation to — 160,226 
time lost through, wages paid during 16,74,150,151 
Inlets and sewer connections for surface water 105 
Inquest, fees of witnesses and others at - 226 
Insignificant amounts, apportionment of 24,115,132,148,169,171,233 
Inspectors, uniforms and badges for 106 
Insurance, premiums on fidelity bonds as related to 106 
premiums paid for, during construction 193 
Interest earned on bank balances 135 
in connection with operations 29 
paid or accrued during construction 53 
Interlocking system, tools used in maintenance of 73 
towers containing machinery of 157 
J. 
Janitor at general office with miscellaneous duties, apportionment of wages of 149 
Joint facilities, revenue derived in connection with 54 
Joints used in connection with special work 25 
L. 
Labor for clearing track 86,87,164,206 
for construction of cross walks 46 
92 
Case. 
Labor for handling company material 85,154,247,248,262 
for installation or maintenance of switch apparatus 47,132,182 
for protecting roadway banks 50 
for removing car ashes to dump 93 
for repairing and renewing electric lights 97 
for repairing or replacing catch basins 206 
for sprinkling streets 165 
for underground construction 153 
for unloading freight to release cars 239 
for work done for outside parties 38 
Lamps, electric. (See Lighting.) 
Land, cost of rilling 114 
expense in connection with leveling 228 
for carhouse, rent of 13 
for pole line, rent of 32 
for shops and power houses, cost of acquiring 192 
for snow fences, rent of 159 
for stations and terminal grounds, cost of acquiring 192 
for storage of track material, apportionment of rent of 51 
for Y or switch, rent of 48 
titles to, examination of, in connection with bond issue 118 
Law expenses, construction account for, disposal of 130 
items standing in relation to 160,173 
Lease of property to steam road, rent derived from 200 
Leased lines, additions and betterments of 219 
Legal services in defense of suit for abutting damages 243 
Leveling of ground around buildings, handling of cinders used for 228 
Levermen on derailers at steam road crossings, wages of 91 
Library, books purchased for 175 
License tax for operation rights in cities 95,120 
Lighting, electric, at stations 97 
at stopping points along line, power purchased for .. 198 
for avoidance of accidents 97 
for carhouse, power furnished for, segregation of 33 
for cars, apparatus used in. . 9,56 
for cars and car barns, power purchased partly for 227 
for elevated and subway lines, clearing account for 158 
for switches 132,181,182 
installed under franchise agreements 97 
Lighting business. (See Coordinate departments.) 
Linemen, expenses and repairs of automobiles for 212 
Locomotive features of gasoline motor cars, maintenance of 249 
Locomotives, electric, definition of, as distinguished from car 6 
items standing in relation to 9,56,145,163,169,249 
steam, maintenance and operation of 6 
steam, rent and operation of, when used in construction 186 
Loss and damage, reserve fund to meet settlements for claims of 109 
of business due to interruption of traffic, reparation received for 124 
through destruction of car by wreck 250 
through theft of conductor's remittances 142 
through uncollectible freight charges 204 
93 
C A S E . 
Lubricants for automobiles 212 
for steam and gasoline motor equipment 6 
M . 
Macadam surface of road, cost of laying 139 
of streets, repairs to 81 
Machinery for charging air tanks for air brakes 17,133 
for crossing gates, cabins or towers containing 156 
for grading during construction 195 
for interlockers, towers containing 157 
for welding, crucibles used in connection with 73 
in power plant, additions to, for coordinate departments 214,257 
in power plant, salary of engineer supervising installation of 24 
in power station for grinding and cleaning boiler-tube caps 185 
in quarry for producing ballast 242 
mounted on cars 20,195 
Mail transfer from cars to post-office 83 
Maintenance accounts, charges against, for departmental use of work cars 84 
charges against, to effect distribution of power 33,84 
salaries of general office clerks handling 94 
wages apportionable to, for time on repair work 79 
wagon expense apportionable between construction and. 30 
Maintenance of air-storage apparatus 17,133,134 
of bracket and appurtenant wire supporting trolley 136 
of bridge held under long-term lease or franchise 98 
of building owned and partly occupied by carrier 55 
of equipment 20,45,56,218 
of equipment belonging to another carrier 19,186 
of ferry slips and fuel oil tanks 102 
of free private park 39 
of lighting for subway and elevated lines, segregation of. 158 
of machinery mounted on cars 20 
of paving 2,40 
of switch lights at sidings 181,182 
of tools used for general purposes 73 
of track 28,40,82,92 
of track drainage 87 
of water-supply system for hydraulic generating plant 76 
of way and structures, tools used in 73 
(See also Renewals, Repairs.) 
Management, fees paid engineering corporation for supervision and 119 
Manure, receipts from sale of. 44 
Material, company, freight charges against divisional accounts for 201 
construction, insurance carried on 193 
discounts on bills for 216 
expenses connected with, apportionment of 10,51 
expenses connected with, disposition of, relative to labor 47,50,86,97,153 
first handling of, from cars or boats 85 
hauling of, to point of use in construction 154 
purchase of, in advance of use 203,259 
sales of, profits derived from 3 8 
unloading of, at point of use 85 
94 
C A S E . 
Meals to laborers at grading camp, equipment for furnishing 190 
to trainmen on rush days 194 
Mileage books, receipts from sale of 70 
unpresented coupons of. 108 
Milk checks for carrying milk, printing of 174 
Miscellaneous income, items standing in relation to .. . 38,71,200 
Motive appliances of gasoline motor cars 6,249 
equipment of car, as distinguished from car proper 9,56 
Motormen, orders for, printing of 80 
uniforms donated to 106 
(See also Trainmen.) 
Motors installed for customers of lighting business 220 
of air-brake equipment of cars 9 
Municipalities, assessment by, as franchise or license tax 95,120 
assessments by, for street or sewer work 117,138,191,222 
guaranty bonds furnished to, under franchise 75 
payment to, for operation rights 32,95,225 
payment to, for permit to open pavement 205 
receipts from, for sprinkling car service 45 
revenue percentage paid to, under franchise 95 
street improvements required by 60,116,138,191,224,251,252 
N. 
Newspapers, receipts from transportation of 217 
Numbers of accounts, readjustment of, for carrier's convenience 1 
of poles, painting or stenciling of 115 
O. 
Office, dispatcher's, clock service for 184 
general, cost of, when occupying part of carhouse 143 
general, repairs to rented 63 
operating officers', telephone service for 209 
Officers, automobiles for, expenses of 212 
salaries and expenses of, items standing related to 119,246 
Oil. (See Lubricants.) 
Oil tanks for fuel oil used by ferry, maintenance of 102 
Operation, interruption of, reparation for loss caused by 124 
of cars for purpose of cleaning sleet from wires 234 
of cars of another company on carrier's line 64,207,208 
of park or amusement resort, net receipts from 289 
of rented equipment used in construction 130,186 
of steam and gasoline motor equipment 6 
on government property, payment for right of 37,112 
on private property, payment for right of 32 
on public highways and bridges, payment for right of 32,98,225 
within city, payment for right of 95,120 
Orders for conductors and motormen, printing of 80 
Ordinances, city, expense due to requirements of 101,138,191 
Other operations, use of accounts covering 11,36,41,42,59,255 
Outside operations, classifications for, lack of . .. . 8,36 
electric motors owned in connection with 220 
95 
C A S E . 
O V E R H E A D contacts for connection with electric switch, repair of 47 
lines, structures and fixtures for support of 65 
system, pit for change between underground and 213 
system, terminal house for change between underground and 147 
wires, cutting of, to permit moving of buildings in street 101 
P . 
Packing of scrap material for shipment to purchaser 196 
Painting or stenciling of numbers on poles 115 
Park, improvements and maintenance of 39 
operation accounts for. 189 
Passenger car hours, definition of 58 
Passenger receipts' division of, with another carrier under agreement 64 
revenue, items standing in relation to 70,108,221,235 
Patterns for castings 99 
Paving, assessments for construction or maintenance of 2,191,222 
incident to track construction . 2,191 
macadamizing as related to 81,139 
miscellaneous items standing in relation to 46,105 
of bridge used under long-term lease or franchise 98 
of street widened under franchise requirement 60,116 
on street not previously paved 117,138,191,252 
replacing of, after construction or repair work 152,205,240 
replacing of, with improved material 251 
Per diem on foreign cars 19 
Periodicals, subscriptions to 176 
Pile driver mounted on car, maintenance of 20 
used in bridge and track work, rent and operation of 130 
Pilots directing operation of cars, wages of 207,208 
Pipe culverts for drainage 123 
lines conveying water to power station condensers 126 
lines feeding hydraulic generating plant 76 
Pit for change between underground and overhead systems 213 
in carhouse, concrete foundation for track at 213 
in yard, concrete foundation for track at 213 
Planks used in steam road crossings 89 
Plugs for spike holes in ties 90 
Pole line, installation of, for lighting and power business 214 
readjustment of, in widening street under franchise requirement 60 
readjustment of, to secure proper clearance for cars 110 
rent of land used as right of way for 32 
Poles, brackets and wires of, for support of overhead lines 65,136 
numbers on, painting and stenciling of 115 
payments to another company for privilege of attachments to 49 
revenue derived from attachments to, by another company 49,68 
trolley car 56 
Power apportionable to construction 33 
apportionable to coordinate departments 11,36,42 
purchased, accounts covering, proper use of. 11,43,227 
purchased, apportionment of payments covering use of cars and 199 
purchased for lighting at stopping points along line 198 
superintendence, salary of officer employed in 127 
96 
Case. 
Power used at shops or carhouses, temporary accounts for 33 
used by operating departments, distribution of 33,84 
Power-plant buildings, items standing in relation to 126,140,144 
equipment, items standing in relation to 167,169,185,244 
supplies and expenses, items standing in relation to 6,170 
Power station, boiler tubes and caps at, apparatus for cleaning 167,185 
buildings of, additions to, for lighting business 257 
coal for, unloading of 248 
coal pocket for 140,144 
employees at, wages of, when incidentally making repairs 79 
employees at, wages of, when unloading coal 248 
fire extinguishers in, installation and renewing of 169,170 
ground around, handling of cinders for leveling 228 
land acquired for 192 
machinery in, added for use of coordinate departments 214,257 
machinery in, salary of engineer supervising installation of. 24 
water-supply system for condensers in 126 
Premiums. (See Fidelity bonds, Guaranty bonds, Insurance.) 
Printing incident to bond issue for construction or betterments 15 
incident to express and freight business 18 
incident to raising public subscription to stock 261 
of cash fare receipts 232 
of conductors' reports and shortage notices 23 
of milk checks for carrying milk 174 
of orders for conductors and motormen 80 
of tariffs 80 
used by clerks connected with superintendence 18 
(See also Stationery.) 
Profit and loss, uncollectible freight charges as related to 204 
from custom labor 38 
from sales of material 38 
Pumps of air-brake apparatus, repairs and renewals of 9 
Purchasing department expenses apportionable to construction 34 
Push cars, installation of, and repairs and renewals 238 
R. 
Railing along elevated railway tracks 155 
Rails, cartage of, from yard to point of use 262 
drilling of, for bonding, cost of, when merged in rail cost 141 
used in connection with special work 25 
used on elevated railway structures 155 
(See also Guard rails.) 
Rate sheets, printing of 14 
Reconstruction of road purchased 211 
Registers, fare, rent paid for 12 
Registrars' fees in connection with paying out bond interest 106 
Relief department, operation of and contributions to 16 
Renewals of electric lights and wiring 97 
of equipment parts and attachments 7,9,145 
of fire extinguishers 170 
of fire hose 172 
of hand and push cars and of velocipedes 238 
97 
Case. 
Renewals of motive appliances for gasoline motor car 249 
of paving 2,152 
of pole numbers 115 
of tools used in maintenance and for general purposes 73 
Rent derived from attachments to poles by another company 49,68 
derived from lease of dummy freight line to steam road 200 
derived from offices in carrier's building 55 
for use of private property under operation rights 32 
of equipment, items standing in relation to 19,64,188,199 
of equipment used in bridge and track work 130 
of equipment used in construction 186 
of fare registers used on cars 12 
of land for location of carhouse 13 
of land for location of pole-line right of way 32 
of land for location of snow fences 159 
of land for location of Y or switch 48 
of land for storage of track material used partly in construction 51 
of leased lines, amortizement of expenditures embraced in 219 
of subway space occupied by transmission line 241 
of telephone lines 96,209 
of tracks and terminals, items standing in relation to 54,208 
Rented buildings and offices, repairs of 61 
equipment, expenses connected with 130,186 
waiting room, repairs to 62 
Renumbering of primary accounts for carrier's convenience 1 
Repair wagon expenses apportionable to construction 30 
Repairs by power-plant employees, wages apportionable to 79 
for steam road, revenue derived from 236 
of automobiles 212 
of buildings owned or held under long-term lease 61 
of buildings rented from month to month 61 
of catch basins for drainage 206 
of damage by floods, creation of reserve fund to meet 197 
of damage to car of another company, payment to meet 180 
of electric lights and wiring 97 
of electric switch apparatus 47 
of equipment 6,45,99,186,249 
of equipment attachments 145 
of equipment parts. 7,9,99,163 
of gasoline motor cars - 6,249 
of hand and push cars and of velocipedes 238 
of offices rented by carrier 63 
of paving.. . . . . 2,40,81,205,240 
of power-plant equipment 167,185 
of right-of-way ditches 162 
of steam equipment 6 
of terminal houses for change from overhead lines 147 
of tools used in maintenance or for general purposes 73 
of track, expenses incident to 40,205,240 
of waiting rooms rented by carrier 62 
Repaving. (See Paving.) 
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Replacing of catch basins 206 
of fire hose 172 
of paving 152,205,240 
of power-plant equipment 167,185 
Reports, fees for filing of, with State 106 
salaries of clerks and engineers engaged in making out 111 
Reseating machines at power stations 185 
Reservation, government, payment for operation rights on . 112 
Reserve fund to cover repairs of damage by floods 197 
to meet settlements of loss and damage claims 109 
Reservoirs for feeder system of hydraulic generating plant 76 
Resort. (See Park.) 
Retaining wall for protection of banks against tides 50 
Revenue, baggage, transportation of dogs as related to 245 
express 131,217 
freight, cartage expense as related to 178,187 
freight, charges on company material as related to 201 
lighting department 71,255 
park or amusement resort 189 
passenger, conductors' shortages as related to 221 
passenger, miscellaneous items standing related to 108,235 
sales 38,196 
transportation, items standing in relation to 33,45,84,124,236,245 
(See also Rent.) 
Right of way, items standing in relation to 60,110,116,117,161,222,224,237,243 
pole line, rent paid for 32 
Road and equipment, additions and betterments made to leased 219 
miscellaneous items under 15,51,75,118,125,193,261 
rent derived from lease of 200 
Road, macadamizing, or filling to head of rail 139 
(See also Highway, Street.) 
Road purchased, expenditures for reconstruction of 211 
Roadway and track expenses, items standing in relation to.. 50,73,86,87,92,162,206,238 
and track labor, items standing in relation to.. 47,50,82,86,87,92,162,164,206 
tools, items standing in relation to 195,238,242 
Rubber bands used by conductors 231 
S. 
Salary of clerks compiling data for reports 111 
of clerks in general office handling department accounts 94 
of employees at garage in charge of automobiles 212 
of engineer supervising construction and machinery installation 24 
of engineers compiling data for reports 111 
of purchasing agent and assistants apportionable to construction 34 
of superintendent of power 127 
(See also Wages.) 
Sale of manure from stables 44 
of material from store 38 
of scrap material 196 
of steam shovel after use in construction 195 
99 
Case. 
Sales account, net revenue from 38 
Salvage amount from car destroyed by wreck 250 
value of tools at completion of construction 104 
Scale cleaners. (See Boiler tubes.) 
Scales, portable and stationary, in storeroom, installation of 183 
Scrap material, preparation and delivery of, to purchaser 196 
Service cars. (See Car.) 
Sewer assessment by city 117,222 
connections installed in widening street under franchise 60 
connections of track inlets for surface water 105 
tile for repair of right-of-way ditches 162 
Shippers' loss and damage claims, reserve fund to meet settlements of 109 
Shop equipment, miscellaneous items standing in relation to 134,183 
expenses, distribution of, to accounts affected 107 
land, cost of acquiring 192 
machinery and tools, items standing in relation to 17,133,134 
motors, distribution of power used by 33 
service chargeable to outside parties or to construction 31,38 
Shortage notices, printing and furnishing 23 
Shortages of conductors, relief granted for 221 
Sidewalks, adjustment of, in widening street under franchise 60,116 
installation of, in connection with street improvement 191 
Signal and interlocking systems, items standing in relation to 73,91,157 
Signs, fixed, for showing destination of cars 77 
portable, for attracting traffic 179 
portable, for guidance of passengers 77,179 
Sleet, attachment for cleaning wires from 233 
trainmen engaged in cleaning wires from, wages of 234 
Slips, ferry, maintenance of 102 
Snow, removal of, items standing in relation to 78,88,159,234 
Snow fences, installation and building of 159 
placing and removal of 88,159 
rent of ground for 159 
Snow plows, installation of, and repairs and renewals 145 
Spark plugs for motive features of gasoline motor cars 249 
Special work, material classible as 25,100 
repair of overhead contacts as related to 47 
Springs for cars 56 
Sprinkling of roadway and track on street 40 
of street in front of stations 165 
of street when incident to track work or paving 40 
of street, receipts from city for .. 45 
Sprinkling car, operation and maintenance of 45 
devices for removing weeds 86 
Stable expenses, apportionment of, to accounts affected 59 
items standing in relation to 30,44,212 
Station agent, substation agent acting as, apportionment of wages of 148 
wages of, apportionable to superintendence 254 
Station employees, items standing in relation to 4,22,165,239 
Stations, electric lamps and wiring at, repairs and renewals of. 97 
land acquired for 192 
100 
Case. 
Stations, paving and other street work in connection w i t h . 191 
sprinkling in front of 165 
telephones located in, tolls and rents for 209 
(See also Waiting rooms.) 
Stationery expenses, distribution of, to accounts affected 14,18 
incident to raising public subscription to stock . 261 
miscellaneous items standing in relation to 23,80,168,231 
used by superintendence clerks 18 
used in connection with operation of cars 14 
used in handling express and freight business... . 18 
(See also Printing.) 
Steam equipment, operation and maintenance of 6,186 
rent paid for. 186 
Steam road crossings, plank used at 89 
crossings, wages of leverman for derailer at.... 91 
repairs, service of work car in connection with......... 236 
Steam shovel mounted on car, maintenance of.... 20 
owned at close of construction, disposal of. 195 
Stenciling of numbers on poles . . . . . . . . . . . .. 115 
Stock. (See Capital stock.) . 
Stone crusher at quarry for producing ballast 242 
crusher mounted on car, maintenance of. 20 
filling for track 82 
Stopping points along line, power for electric lights at 198 
Storage air-tanks for air-brake apparatus . 17,133 
land for track material, rent of, apportionable to construction 51 
Store expenses, apportionment of, to accounts affected 10,59 
handling of scrap material as related to 196 
rent of storage ground for material as related to 51 
Stores department, salaries of clerks handling accounts for 94 
Storeroom expense, charges for custom labor covering 31 
scales and stoves, installation of 183 
Stoves in storerooms, installation of 183 
Street, crossings for, installation of — 117 
grade of, improvements on 117,224 
operation rights on and across 32 
planks for steam road crossings in 89 
sprinkling of.. 40,45,165 
widening of, under franchise requirement 60,116 
(See also Cross walks, Paving, Road.) 
Structures for support of overhead construction, definition of 65 
Stumps, removal of, from right of way 258 
Subaccounts for motive features of gasoline motor cars 249 
for segregation of power superintendence 127 
indicated in classifications, use of 5,146 
Subscriptions to funds for entertaining conventions 72 
to periodicals 176 
to stock, public, expense incident to raising 261 
Substation employee with miscellaneous duties, apportionment of wages of. 79,148,254 
Subway lines, apportionment of lighting expense between elevated and 158 
space occupied by transmission line, rent for 241 
101 
Case. 
Superintendence of construction, salary of engineer engaged in 24 
of transportation, items standing in relation to 21,106,127,184 
of way and structures, engineers' salaries as related to 111 
Superintendent of power, salary and expenses of ... 127 
Supervision of cars for other companies 54 
of operation, fees to engineering corporation for 119 
Suspense accounts, use of 125,189 
Switch, rent of land for location of 48 
repair of connections for operating 47 
Switch lights, maintenance of 181,182 
placing wire for operation of 132 
Switch rods or hooks for throwing tongue switches.... 229 
T. 
Tanks for air used for air-brake equipment 17,133 
for fuel oil used in ferry operation 102 
Tariffs, printing of 80 
Taxes, accounts for, paid by carrier operating lighting business 42 
accounts for, when arising in connection with operations 29 
franchise, levied by cities — 95,120 
items standing in relation to. 32,37,95,112,120,225 
license, levied by city 120 
proceeds from, when voted to carrier by districts along line 129 
Teaming. (See Cartage.) 
Telephones, dry batteries for 230 
tolls and rents payable for 96,209 
Terminal grounds, land acquired for 192 
house for change of overhead to underground line 147 
Theft, loss of conductors' remittances by 142 
Tickets, canceled, envelopes and bags for filing of 168 
redeemed, use of open account in connection with 69 
sale of, at stores along line, commissions and wages for . . . 22 
(See also Mileage books.) 
Tides, retaining wall for protection of banks against 50 
Ties, plugs for filling spike holes in 90 
purchase of, in advance of use . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 259 
renewals of, distribution of, over fiscal year 259 
used in connection with special work 25 
Tile for repair of right-of-way ditches 162 
Time, car, consumed between carhouse and point of service 58 
car, lost between trips 58 
car, lost through blockades and other causes 58 
employees', lost on account of injuries, payments for 16,74,150,151 
employees', spent in waiting while on duty 223 
rent accruing for, of rented equipment lying idle 186 
Titles of real property, examination of, in connection with bond issue 118 
Tolls for telephone service 96,209 
Tools for clearing weeds from track and right of way.. 86 
for construction work 104 
for general purposes, maintenance of 73 
for grading - 190 
102 
Case. 
Tools for maintenance work 73 
repairs and renewals of 73 
roadway, items standing in relation to 195,238,242 
Tower wagon expense apportionable to construction 30 
Towers for crossing gate apparatus 156 
for interlocker machinery 157 
Track conduit, cleaning of 28 
construction, expense incident to 2,51,154,191,224,262 
construction, temporary, compelled by sewer work 121 
construction, underground, labor used in 153 
cranes, power used in operation of 227 
drainage 87,105,206 
expenses. (See Roadway and track expenses.) 
filling, crushed stone used for 82 
foundation at pit in carhouse or yard 213 
labor. (See Roadway and track labor.) 
laying, items standing in relation to 130,153,262 
maintenance, supplies for 92 
material, hauling of, from storeroom to point of use 154 
material, storage of, apportionment of rent of land for 51 
obstructions, removal of 86,87,110,164 
paving. (See Paving.) 
reconstruction on road purchased 211 
rent received from another company for joint use 54,208 
rent received from steam road for exclusive use 200 
repairs, expense incident to 40,51,113,205,240 
shop, labor and supplies at 92 
sprinkling 40 
work, rent and operation of equipment used for 130 
Trainmen, burial expenses of, when killed by passenger 160 
hat checks furnished to 166 
meals furnished to, on rush days 194 
wages of, when acting as pilots 207 
wages of, when on duty but inactive 223 
wages of, when operating cars to clean wires 234 
(See also Conductors, Motormen.) 
Transmission system, items standing in relation to 147 
rent of subway space for use of 241 
tools used in maintenance of 73 
Transportation expenses, miscellaneous items in relation to 83,97 
revenues, miscellaneous items in relation to 33,45,84,124,236,245 
Trees along track, trimming of. 164 
on right of way, cutting of 258 
Trestle at coal pocket 140 
parts, accounts proper for 155 
Trial of person killing trainman, expense incident to 160 
Trip sheets, printing and furnishing of 23 
Trolley parts for cars 56 
Trolley wire. (See Wires, Wiring.) 
Trucks for cars 9,56 
Trust company, payment to, for certification of bonds 125 
103 
Case. 
Vehicles. (See Automobiles, Tower wagon.) 
Velocipedes, installation of, and repairs and renewals 238 
Wages during time lost through disability or injury 16,74,150,151 
incident to operation of steam or gasoline motor equipment 6 
incident to sale of tickets at stores along line 22 
incident to service at temporary break in line 113 
incident to use of cars by contractor 84 
of blacksmiths and helpers at track shop 92 
of bridge tenders on bridge used under lease or franchise 98 
of carhouse employees for time used in unloading coal 247 
of clerks and cashiers in express offices 4 
of clerks in carhouses 21 
of clerks in general office when handling department accounts 94 
of general office employee having miscellaneous duties 149 
of leverman for derailer at steam road crossing - 91 
of pilots assigned to direct operation of cars 207,208 
of power-plant employees for time used in unloading coal 248 
of power-plant employees for time used on repair work 79 
of substation attendant with miscellaneous duties 148,254 
of trainmen while inactive during hours of duty 223 
of trainmen while operating cars to clean wires 234 
(See also Labor, Salary.) 
Wagons, repair, expenses of, apportionable to construction 30 
Waiting rooms, rented, repairs of 62 
Walks along track of elevated railway 155 
Wall for protection of banks against tides 50 
Washers for cars 56 
Waste for automobiles 212 
for steam and gasoline motor equipment 6 
Trustees, commissions and fees to, for paying out bond interest 106 
payments to, in connection with bond issue for construction 15,125 
Tube cleaners for boiler tubes at power stations 167,185 
Tunnels. (See Subway.) 
Turn-outs made to order 25,100 
U. 
Uncollectible freight charges 204 
Undergrade crossings, cattle passes in the nature of 122 
Underground conduits, cleaning of 28 
construction, labor used in 153 
system, pit for change from overhead to 213 
system, terminal house for change from overhead to 147 
Undistributed accounts, use of 10,14,18,35,59 
Uniforms for employees 106 
United States Government property, payments for operation rights over 37,112 
Unloading expense. (See Cinders, Coal, Freight, Material.) 
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Water, damage by, reserve fund to meet deferred repairs of 197 
protection of banks against, retaining wall for 50 
removal of, when due to melting of snow in street 78 
removal of, from track 87 
track inlets and connections for 105 
used by steam and gasoline motor equipment 6 
Water-supply system for hydraulic generating plant 76 
for power station condensers 126 
Way and structures depreciation 52 
Way expenses, miscellaneous items standing in relation to 32,48,110,121 
Waybills, printing of 14 
Weeds, clearing track and right of way of 86 
Welding machine, crucibles used in connection with 73 
Wharf, slips and structures at. (See Ferry.) 
Wheels for cars 56 
Wires, attachment of, to carrier's poles, receipts derived from 49,68 
attachment of, to poles of another company, payments for 49 
bracket, for support of trolley line, maintenance of 136 
cleaning of, wages of trainmen operating cars for 234 
cutting of, to permit moving of buildings on or across street 101 
stringing of, over bridge, payment to city for privilege of 225 
(See also Distribution system, Transmission system.) 
Wiring for air-brake equipment on cars 9, 56 
for electric appliances on cars 7,9,56 
for electric connection with electric track switch 47 
for electric lights 97 
for electric switch lights 132,181 
for motive parts of gasoline motor cars 249 
Witnesses at coroner's inquest, fees to 226 
Work cars. (See Car.) 
Wreck, loss caused by destruction of car in 250 
Y. 
Y-track, rent of land for location of 48 
Yard, track foundations at pit in 213 
CLASSIFICATION OF E X P E N D I T U R E S FOR R O A D A N D E Q U I P M E N T . 
Case. 
Road and equipment accounts in general 26, 57,202 
Road and equipment accounts indicated by character 26, 
33,34,84,99,104,107,114,171,186,203,214,219,220,250,256 
Road: 
1. Engineering and superintendence 24 
2. Right of way 60,110,116,117,161,191,222,224,237,243 
3. Other land used in electric railway operations 191,192 
4. Grading 50,161,190,195,258 
5. Ballast 137,139 
7. Rails, rail fastenings, and joints 100,141 
8. Special work - 25,100,132 
9. Underground construction 153 
10. Paving 2,46,60,105,116,117,138,139,152,191,222,251,252 
11. Track laying and surfacing 130,139,153,154,262 
12. Roadway tools - 195,238,242 
14. Elevated structures and foundations 155 
15. Bridges, trestles, and culverts 123,130,140,155 
16. Crossings, fences, cattle guards, and signs 46,89,117,122,156,159 
17. Interlocking and other signal apparatus 132,157 
19. Poles and fixtures 65,115 
21. Transmission system 147 
22. Distribution system 65,220 
24. Power-plant buildings 24,126,140,144,257 
27. Shops and carhouses 24,143,144,183,213 
28. Stations, waiting rooms, and miscellaneous buildings 140,144,191,213 
30. Power-plant equipment 167,169,185,244,257 
32. Shop equipment 134,183 
33. Park and resort property 39 
34. Cost of road purchased 211 
Equipment: 
35. Cars . 67,145,169 
36. Locomotives 145,169 
37. Electric equipment of cars 67,233 
38. Other rail equipment 145,169,195 
General expenditures: 
40. Law expenses 130,173 
41. Interest 29,53 
44. Miscellaneous 15,51,60,75,118,125,130,193,261 
(105) 
106 
C L A S S I F I C A T I O N O F O P E R A T I N G E X P E N S E S . 
Operating expense accounts in general 3,27,34,202 
Operating expense accounts indicated by character 31, 
33,34,38,42,45,54,79,84,99,109,127,148,149,189,197,201,203,208,247,248,250 
Way and structures: 
1. Superintendence of way and structures 18,94,111 
Maintenance of way (for class C roads) 1 
Maintenance of roadway and track (for class B roads) 1 
2. Ballast 82,137,240 
3. Ties 85,90,259 
4. Rails 85 
5. Rail fastenings and joints 85 
6. Special work 47,85 
8. Roadway and track labor 47,50,82,86,87,92,162,164,206 
9. Paving 2,81,98,205,240,251 
10. Miscellaneous roadway and track expenses.... 50,73,81,82,86,87,92,162,206,238 
11. Cleaning and sanding tracks 28,40,45,73,86 
12. Removal of snow, ice, and sand 73,78,87,88,159,234 
13. Tunnels 158 
15. Bridges, trestles, and culverts 73,98 
16. Crossings, fences, cattle guards, and signs 88,89 
17. Signal and interlocking systems 73,181,182 
19. Other miscellaneous way expenses 32,48,102,110,112,121 
20. Poles and fixtures 115,136 
22. Transmission system 147 
23. Distribution system 5,136 
24. Miscellaneous electric line expenses 32,49,73,101,158,241 
25. Buildings and structures 5,61,63,73,76,97,102,146,172,228 
26. Depreciation of way and structures 52,215 
27. Other operations—Dr 11,36,41,42 
28. Other operations—Cr 11,36,41,42,255 
Equipment: 
29. Superintendence of equipment 18,94 
30. Power-plant equipment 167,185,244 
32. Passenger and combination cars 6,7,9,19,56,77,145,163,249,256 
33. Freight, express, and mail cars 6,7,9,19,56,145,163,249,256 
34. Locomotives 6,9,56,145,163,249 
35. Service cars 9,19,20,45,56,145,163,218,249,256 
36. Electric equipment of cars 9,19,20,56,218,233 
1 0 7 
Equipment—Continued. Case. 
37. Electric equipment of locomotives 56 
38. Shop machinery and tools 17,133,134 
39. Shop expenses 92,107 
40. Horses and vehicles 30,212 
42. Depreciation of equipment 52,215 
43. Other operations—Dr 11,36,41,42 
44. Other operations—Cr 11,36,41,42,255 
Traffic: 
45. Superintendence and solicitation 22 
46. Advertising 39,72,179,189 
Conducting transportation: 
48. Superintendence of transportation 18,21,106,127,184,254 
51. Fuel for power 6 
52. Water for power 6 
53. Lubricants for power 6 
54. Miscellaneous power-plant supplies and expenses 6,170 
56. Power purchased 11,43,84,198,199,227 
58. Other operations—Dr 11,36,41,42 
59. Other operations—Cr 11,36,41,42,255 
60. Passenger conductors, motormen, and trainmen 6,207,223 
61. Freight and express conductors, motormen, and trainmen 6,207,223 
62. Miscellaneous car-service employees 84,91,98,113 
63. Miscellaneous car-service expenses 12, 
14,17,56,77,93,106,121,133,163,166,170,174,179,194,229,232,260 
64. Station employees 4,22,165,239 
65. Station expenses 62,97,165 
66. Carhouse employees 93 
67. Carhouse expenses 13 
68. Operation of signal and interlocking systems 91,181 
69. Operation of telephone and telegraph systems 96,230 
72. Other transportation expenses 83,97,194 
General and miscellaneous 42,103 
73. Salaries and expenses of general officers 119,246 
74. Salaries and expenses of general office clerks 94, 111 
75. General office supplies and expenses 63 
76. Law expenses 160,173 
77. Belief department expenses 16 
79. Miscellaneous general expenses. 16,75,96,106,128,142,150,151,175,176,177,209,230 
80. Other operations—Dr 11,36,41,42,59 
81. Other operations—Cr 11,36,41,42,59,255 
Undistributed accounts 35 
82. Injuries and damages 16,35,74,150,151,160,180,210,226 
83. Insurance 75,106 
84. Stationery and printing.. 14,18,23,80,168,231 
85. Store expenses 10,34,51,59,94,196 
86. Stable expenses 30,44,59,212 
88. Rent of equipment 19,64,188,199 
O 
